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CHAI'TEH I 
IU1'n oonc T lOIS 
The twentieth century has been aptly called the "Cantu-
Yly of progress." And from the standpoint of material achievement 
no ono can deny it this epithet. However, in reterence to the 
~piritual side of man, the twentieth 'century has been noted for 
Itwo revivals: revivals of certain apiri tual inter'ests ot: past 
penturies. One revival is in the 'world of philosophy. the other 
~n the world of letters. 
The former revival has been called tlw neo-~~om1st or 
leven the neo-scholastic movement. This movGll.lent centors in a re-
~ived interest in and study and just appreciation of the philo-
~ophical works ot: the fr.,Teat medieval philosopher, st. r.rhomas A-
~uinas. Some of the current leaders in this movement are Jacques 
,iar! ta1n and gtienne Gilson ot: France, and Mortimer Adler and 
{obert Hutchins of' the United states. 
The revival in the world of letters is the renewed study 
pf the works of that group of seventeenth century English poets 
palled the nmetaphysical poets.1t Perhaps tho greatest name at-
vaohed to this revival is that of Herbert J. c. Grierson. But the 
1 
2 
oritic who gave the greatest impetus to trus movement is T. S. 
Eliot. He gave this J.nt'petus throuGh a short critical essay, ttThe 
11.etnphysical Poets .. n written in 1925. In that essay Mr. Eliot 
used a term. wl'l:tch has been re1 terated often in the 11 terary cr1 ti 
cism 01' the metaphysical poets. That term is "unified sensibil1-
ty." 
Likewise, 1n the writings ot the neo-Thomists there is 
a term that is re .... echoed almost as a rotrain. Tha.t term is 
"medieval synthesis." 
llow, it isinterest1ng to note that even though each 
term 1s often used almost as a motif for its particular movement, 
• 
authors seem to use the terms freely Vii th different COIl...11.otations 
at different times. Irhis sometimes leaves the reader with a 
vague notion as to the precise meaning of the term in question. 
A further consideration worthy of note is that, just as 
hilosophy has a fUndamental relation to poetry, so also does the 
term medieval synthesis, properly understood, have a definite re-
lation to unified sensibility, properly understood. 
1'110 purpose of this thesis will be, first, to derine 
carefully the terms medieval synthesis and unified sensibility, 
packing the full content of theil" meaning so t:b..at the teI"'.:llS may 
be properly understood. With a clear exposition of the meaning 
of these terms established, we will analyze tho inter-relation 
etween unified sensibility and medieval synthesis. 
adequately the opposites 01.' the two t€H:"lUS, namely, ItRenalssanco 
dichotomy" and !!dissociated sensibiU ty. n Sllnilarly .. we will 
thon demonstrate their proper inter-relation. 
l?1nally. we will sUhstantiate the validity of this dual 
lnter .. relation by example. We will eXfu'"n1ne two seventeenth-centu-
ry poems dealing vd th a fundamental issue in human experience, 
death, or the attitude toward death. We will discover the inter-
relation between the medieval synthesis and u.n1.fiod sensibility 
in Orasbaw's poetry ab':lut death foUnd in his poem A ~ E.2. ~ 
~ ~ Ho:n.ox: 2C.. tl~e. Admi?-,"a.ble .§i. Teresa. Contrariwise, we 
will recognize the inter-relation ot the Henalssance dichotom.y 
and dissociated sensibility as exempli!'ied in John Donne's poetry 
about death in the Divine Poem, tfDeath Be Not Proud. tt 
CHAPTEH II 
TIm MEDIEVAL ~)l'1~THESIS 
The .first matter to be talcen up is to define clearly 
and adequately the term medieval synthesis. Although various 
meaninGs are attached to this there is one comprehensive connota-
tion which includes by implication all other connotations. Medi-
eval synthesis in this connotation is the system which st. Thomas 
organized and which combines into ono loGical sys t01l1 the truths 
of philosophy' with tho truths of thoology. Henry S. Lucas in his 
~.,ork !E!. Renaiaapnce .$ ~ RTeformat~on employs the te:rm in this 
connotation: 
The significance of st. Thomas' scholarly work consisted in 
the S:yntllosis which he made of the revived philosophical 
doctrines of Aristotle and the theological convlct~ons of 
the l·lfiddle Ages. At the base of his system lay the Aristo-
telian classification ot: knOWledge. Here the different 
scienco.s dealing v;ith manls environment round their place. 
1'hese branches of learning expanded the v10rk of .A..:ristotle and 
attar some observation or nature and l~dimentary experimenta-
tion subjected them to Aristotle's philosophical conoeptions. 
At the summit oJ: this vast pyrandd of learning appeared the 
doctrines taught by tho divinely instituted CllUrCh and re-
vealed to her. Thus the entire realm of learning whether 
sacred or profane was broueht together into one harmonious 
systezn. Christ.1e.n principles animated thouP'~t 011 all hu.man 
activities, economic, artistic, and politioal.l 
1 Henry S. Luaas, 1~ Renaissance and 'che Reformation, 
........ • .......................... T r 
4 
Further eluc1dati)11 will be c;iven to this general connotation ot 
the t01"m medioval synthesis if we provide some pe:r,tinent quotations 
from the contemporary 'l"homistic authority, Hans Maya!": 
St. T.homas was above all else a theologian and he should be 
evaluated first of a.ll in regard to his solution of the t"Went 
medieval problem of harmofl..izing faith and sciellce in one 
great synthesis. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • With the appearance of ••• St. Thomas on the scene •• 
• philosopny is now recognized as an indepondent science in 
its pr1nciples, methods and subject matter. At the sume time 
its oonclusions are reconcilable with faith and theology ••• 
• For st. ThOlnas theI'e can be no separation of faith and 
science; no separation ot philosophy trom the teachings ot 
revelation. • • • St. ~lomaS • • • den1~d any oontradiction 
between natura.l and Empel"llatural truth. 
One tinal quotation. this one trom Basil Willey's penetr'ating 
If/ork, !h! Sey~.nteenth centurz Ba.ck,5t:ouno" should complement the 
explanations already c1 ted and thus £fJ.ve us a. well-rounded and 
adequate exposition or the general connotation ot the term: 
Scholasticism was, in the main, a synthesis of two great 
traditions inherited by the Middle Ages, those of paean antI .... 
quity and Latin Christianity. In St. 'fhomas Aquinas, Aris .... 
totle is harmon1zed vdth Paul and Augustine, metaphysics 
wi th revelation, rens on Yli th fal th • • • • lliomism blends 
Aristotle with Christian theology. In saholasticisxn" faith 
1s. indeed above reason, but not contrary to i tJ and the chie.!' 
aim or this teach:tng is to show that reason when exeroiSina i tselt u.£.on its 2rOtsr, object~ must necessarily lo'aa 'towar s 
raItn, or coii.?'frm I s dogmas. 
lew York, 1934. 129-130. 
2 Uans Meyer. The PhilOsOPh~ ot st. Thomas Aouinas, 
'''reder1c Eckhoff, trans •• "'"!it. toms, ':!!1. ~8. . 
:3 Basil Willey, The Seventeenth Centurl Back~ound, 
London, 1934, 13-14. - ., , · 
6 
In his synthesis St. Thomas perfol"'l:lled the momentous task of harmo-
nizing the truths of philosophy vii th the truths of theoloL"Y, the 
truths of science \in th the truths of. religion, the truths of rea-
son \'11 th tllO revealed truths of faith. l't;nd noVi that t;11e detin! .. 
tion of the term is established, it would be advantaGeous to out-
line brie1'ly the core of this medieval synthesis as orgnnized by 
St. T'aomas: 
'Man is an agent and must act for an end. And that end 
must be a good, since the vdll cannot tend toward an object ex-
cept under the aspect of good. Good as the object of mants 
voli tion 1s till end, and "since that which is supreme in any een~ 
is the cause of that genus. C~d is the supreme good and last end 
and the first cause in the order 01' final causality.n4 Thus the 
strur;gle :t'or God, the Sumrllum Bonum and the Last JIDd in Whom hsp-
• • • .. 1I 
piness is to be found in its completeness. Thus, objectively, 
mants last end is God, whereas, subjectively, mants last end is 
the beatitude which comes in attaining God. 
A proximate end is an end ordered to and leading to the 
last end. 1~ts proximate end is two-fold: the conservation and 
perfeotion of himself, and. seoondly, promoting the natura.l good 
of his neighbor. Man attains his :9ro:d.mate and ultimate ends 
tbroup)1 human a.ots, i.e., aots arising from his intellect and wiU, 
-
7 
The hu.'l1Ulns acts by which man attains his proxil'llAte and ultimate 
ends are acts or the hmuan virtues. These virtues fall into three 
classes: the intellectual virtues. the in£used moral virtues. and 
the supernatural virtues. 
The intellectual virtues are wisdom, understand1ne, 
science, prl'!denee, and art.. Faith, hope, and charity a.re the 
supernatural'virtues. b"'ortitude, ten:q:H:n"a.nce, prudence, and jus-
tice are the infused moral virtues. 
The superna turnl virtues of fed th (intused vii th grace 
~nto the soul at baptism with the other supernatural virtues and 
infused moral virtues) overcomea the darlaless of the intellect 
Ibrought on by orig1nal sin. Fa.ith shoVis man his last end, God, 
and the means of attaining Him which are tho doctrine and practice 
~f the Catholio Church. The virtues of hope and charity overcome 
Itho weakness o:f vlill induced by original sin, and give man strengtb 
tJ-n pupsuing his last end and in using the proper means thereto. 
The infused moral virtues of prudence and justice greut-
ly assist man in performing those actions whlch will lead him to 
::ds proximate and ultimate ends. 1).110 infused moral virtues ot 
forti tude and tem.,'>oranae control the sense appeti tea with their 
concuplscences which, left alone, \vould hinder the proper exex'cise 
pf the virt,uE}s of pl .... ldGnce and temperanco and ot tho othol" virtues. 
~us fortitude checks the irrationa.l tendencies or the concup.ls-
~ense (pride) in the irascible appetite,; temperance controls the 
poneupiscences (lust, covetousness) in the concupiseibl~ aD'O~~ 
8 
So we see that acts of virtue in tho threo classes men-
rtioned lend In...qn to his proximate end and to his ultimate end, God, 
land to his perfect hapoiness. T:'1B perfection of tho philosophy 01' 
~i"e embodied in the medieval synthesis Is, in reality, the per-
Wection ot the supernatuttal virtue at eharity~ Rev. Adolphe 
~anquerey, S.8. , in his ascetical classis ~ S~lrltua~ ~ e-
~ltomize$ this perfection for USI 
Charity rightly conceived and rip)ltly practiced comprisos all 
the virtues; not only faith and hope" but even the moral vir-
tues. This is trueln the sense that he who loves God and 
the neighbor for God's sake is ~eady to practice one and all 
the virtues the moment conscience melees him aware ot the 
obligation. As a matter ot tact, one cannot truly love God 
above all things and not want to observe His commandments 
and even some of His counsels. Besides, the proper function 
of charity is that of directing all our acts towards God, 
our last end, and henee of controlling the £lets or all the 
Christian virtues. One -7 say that a growth in eharity is 
attended by a. positive growth in the other virtues as well.5 
Consequently, according to the medieval synthesis or st • 
.Lllomas every human act ot man, Whetl:or that act be an intellectual 
fiirtue, or a moral virtue, or a supernatural virtue, leads man 
Itovla.rds his last end, God. Sueh, briefly, 1s the outline of st. 
I'hO:ril.B.S·8 philosophy o:f lite, his medieval synthesis. 
However in our thesis, We will apply the Inedieval syn-
/thesis and the ph1losopl:l7 or life which it embodies to our study 
pf poetry. 
5 Rev. Adolphe Tanqueroy, B.S., The Splrit~l Lite 
lorman Brandeis, 3.S., trans., 2nd ed., Tournay, :r~~b, n:~/> .... r~7t. 
9 
In goneral, poetry nmy be defined briefly as the expres-
sion in language of the poetts emotional reaction to the "beauti-
ful fI in hu.raan expel"'ience. The quality ot a. poet's reaction to the 
flbeautiful tf in human experience is determined by the philosoph.y of 
lite he follows. ~UB ph1losopl~ 1s implied and reflected in the 
poet's expression ot such an emotional reaction. From this obser-
vation, it should be clear What general application the term medi-
eval synthesis has to the study of poetry. 
We would. therefore, like to use a term wluch would 
bring the general connotation of the term medieval synthesis to a 
speoifio applioation to poetry. Since poetry is a humanistic pur-
suit, all ideal term would connote the medieval synthesis as the 
philosophical basis ot humanism in its best sense. Jacques ~~~i­
tain has pt-ovided us a term whioh has just such 0. connotation. 
The term is fttheocentric hu.manism. If consequently, theocentrlc hu-
mAnism will be used interchangeably ~~th medieval synthesis in 
this thesis. Before giving ~~itaint6 definition of theecentric 
hu.mru:dsm., we should give his defini tlon of humanism in f;eneral: 
Let us su:! that humanism (and such a definition can itself 
be developed along very divergent lines) essentially tends to 
render man more trt'll,. bu:man and to make his original groat-
ness manifest by~oausing him to participate in all that can 
enrioh him in nature and in history. It at once demands that 
man make uae of all tho potentialities he holds vdthin him, 
his creative powers and the life of reason, and labours to 
make the6Powers ot the physical world the instruments of his freedom. 
6 Jaoques Marlta.1n, True Humanism. Uew York, 1938, xii. 
lO 
We rejeot other contrary interpretations of this widely used term 
and insist that hmr£nism, in its best and truest sanse, is a move-
ment that would have a man live as truly human a life as possible. 
In reality, the pursuits of l~sm as understood here are part 
of man's fulfilll'oont of his prOximate end as given by st. Thomas; 
namely. the conservation and perfoction of bimBol!" and the pro-
moting of the natural good of his neighbor. As humrulism as de-
fined by rf~r1ta1n helps man fulf'111 his proximate end in lire, so 
Maritainls dofinition of theooentrio human1sm relates those hu-
man1stie pursuits to mants Last End: trThe first kind ot h:ww:I.nism 
(theoeentrio humanism) recognizes that the center for man is God, 
it implies the Christian oonception of m~ as at once a silmer and 
redeemed, and the Christian conception of graoe and t'reedom."7 
M. at. Mahood, in his book Poetry and J:lUmanism, annotates this defj,.. 
nition for us: 
Theo(H~ntrio humanism does not demur at the full and unin-
hibited Use 01' natural gi.fts; rather does it view such use as 
an obligation, since these girts are themselves bestowed by 
God. But for the theooentrl0 humanist, this developmont of 
the powers revealed by a new selt'woonsciousness does not 
sever man from his vertical allegianee~s dependence on God# 
his spiritual limitations as a tallen bein~. and his spirit-
ual potentialities as a redeemed creature. O 
Basil Willey in different words desoribes the end toward which 
7 Ibid., 19. 
-
8 M. t.!. liahood, Poetry!!!!! Humanism, Londnn, 1950, 19. 
II', 
'I 
11 
theocontric l~mism is directed; "Nothing short of the Supreme 
pood" God I11.mself, can be his end. Thus man by his very nature 
~s orientated towards the supernutural world; he was created for 
Ibeat! tude, and he has supernatw.'"al grace to aid him. in attaininc; 
~t. 7'9 
In this thesis, there£ore, the term theoeentric humanism 
llidll be often used as a .synonym for the medieval synthesis. Actu-
lally, theocentr1c humanism i8 humanism vr.l, th the medieval synthesis 
las its basis. 
The l:n.un8n1stic pursuit ot: the poet is to perceive the 
[beautiful in hum.an experience and to express h.1s emotional react.ion 
to it. In this pursuit the poet 1s const.untly striving to reoon-
lei1e riva.l Claims: the claims of tlesh and the claims of spirlt; 
pI' senses and o£ intellect; ot emotion and of thought; of body and 
pi' soul. 11101' in his poetry the poet must express an emotional 
~xperience. This experience is, first, the intuition of the 
'beautlf'ul" in an object knOVIn to the intellect through t}'l..e agency 
n 
p£ the 8e~s of seeing and hearing. This experience 1S t next, an 
emotional reaotion in both his sense and intellectual faculties to 
lehe "beauty" perceived. 'J."'he poet must reconcile in bis expression 
pi' this experience, i.e., his poetry, the claims of both the 
~enses and the intelleot, and ot both the thought and tho cmo-
~ions. Ue must express tho "beautiful n through the language of 
9 Willey. Seventeenth CenturY BackRround.lL .• 
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sense imut7;OS in such a \'lay that, not only will the Itbe~lutyfl be 1'0-
created 1'01' the intellect and the sense faculties, but tho propor-
tionate emotion will be l"e-arousod in the intellect and sense 
faculties. His poetry must appeal to both intellect und senses 
• 
and reconcile their ros!)octive claims. st. Thomas in his sJm~ 
gives tho fundamental prinCiple w111ch makes such a raccmciliation 
possible: 
Beauty and go()dness in a thing are identical .f'undl.\\.tnontally; 
.for they are based upon the SQ..'1l0 thing, na.mely, the form; 
and consequently goodness 1s praised as beauty. But they 
cUTfer logically, for goodness properly relates to the ap-
pet! te (goodness beins what all thint:~s desire); and there-
fore it has the aspect of an end (the appetite being a kind 
of' movement towards a thing.) on the other hand, beauty 
relates to the eogni tive faculty; for beaut1ful tJ:d.ngs al'"e 
those 'which please whon seen.10 
~"lle reconc1liation which st. Thomas t a doctrine makes between 1nteJ.:. 
~ect and sense v/ill become clearer, I believe, with M'aritnints 
pomrnentary; 
St. Thomas who was as simple as he was wise dof1ned the 
beautiful as what gives pleasure on siGht; 1<1 Suod visum 
~lacet. The four words say all that is necessary: a vIsion, 
m:c Is to say, an intuitive ImoWled~ and til jg;,y. i The beauti ... 
ful is what gives joy, not ali ]dy, t joy In-iho~ledgeJ not 
the joy peculiar to the act of lmoY/ing, but a joy ist1perabo't.Ulde-
ing and. overflowing fl'*om such an act because of tl ~ object 
mown. It.a. thing exalts and delights the soul by the bare 
tact ot its being given to the intuition of the sOll, it 113 
good to apprehend, it is beautiful. • •• In man pnly know-
ledge derived through the senses possesses fully the intu-
itivity neoessary for the perception of the beautiful. So 
also T11an can certainly enjoy purely intelligible beauty, but 
10 st. ThonlaS Aquinas, S.T.I, 5. 5, ad I, Su:mna Theolo ... 
~, trans., Ic"athers of the English Dominican Province;-L'ondon, 
-'':;'c!Q, I, 59. 
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the boautiful v;hich is cOl'U1atUl"a.l to umn is that which comes 
to delight the nllnd t'P..roueh the senses and their intuition. 
Such also is the peculiar beauty of our a:pt, vihich works on 
sensible matter for the j9.Y of the sRirl t. It would fain so 
persuade Ibs'e!I' tB:atP'iri'dTse1'S'not; lost. It has the savour 
oi: the terrestrial paradise because it restores for a brief 
moment the sirn.ul taneous peace and delight of the mind and the 
senses. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • It is important, however, to observe that in the beauty 
which has been termed connatural to man and is pecu11ar to 
htL.'1l£m art this brilliance of form, however purely intelligible 
it may be in itsel:!', i$ apprehended 1n the s,ens1ble and ~ 
the sensible Il.."'ld not separately from it. '?fie lutu! tI~;)!i' OI'" 
artistIc b'eauty so stands at the opposite pole from the ab-
straction of scientific truth. For in the former cat::;e it is 
preoisely through the apprehe~ion of senae that the liGht 
ot being penetrates the tl'lind. ~l. 
Lengthy authoritative quotations have been given here to establish 
the fact that st. Thomas not only reconciled the claims of philof.H). 
phy and theoloGY, faith and renson, but also tho olai1l12 of intel .. 
lect and sense, thought tmd emotion, opiri t and ;[,la8h. A parti-
~ent quotation from Michael ~,. Moloney's dissertation on Donne 
I>;lill serve to draw our treatment oi: the medieval synthesis to a 
closet 
Wholesomeness and wholeness, these were the special a.t-
tributes of st. Thomas's teaching. He was rightly the Uni-
versal Doctor. Had he been less, he would not have been ade-
quate for the times. For he was called to heave into place 
the keystone of the medieval synthesis. God and T!!an, Soul 
and Body, 1~tter and Form, Flesh and Spirit, the eternal and 
unohanGing relation of these, ~ach to the other, :must be 
finnlly and Qetlnitely stated.~~ 
12 Michael F. Moloney, John Donne: Iris P11Iiht from ~8, ..::lot 11 b . 1. Of '" - -- , -et..(h,w.eVa sm.. Ur ana, Il1inOl.s, 194-'.;.·, 19. 
T~IE RENAISSA:JCE DICHOTOMY 
Rens.issance dichototu;r is a term which is usod in various 
connotations. The moot general oonnotation attached t.o the term. 
refers to that effect of' the talse hu."11al'lism of the pagan Renais-
sance which so emphasized mants independonce in tIllS \'loI'ld that he 
became lndepondont of the next world and of his Creator. 'f.ae 
Henaissanoe dichotomy is the antithesis of the medieval synthesis. 
I£he dlf:rerent connotations of the former tOl"m differ more in 
debTee than in ktnd, but the most general oamotation used is the 
one already oited: the independence of man from God in his acti-
tvi ty and tho independence of the olalf.w of th:ts world from those 
of the next world. 
Renaissanco d1choto~ in its least divisive meaning is 
/Jhat Maritain ealls "anthropocentrio humanism. n Aceording to this 
false hu..manisn1 man in his aeti vi ty c01.nbinea fa! th vd th reason, 
philosophy with theology (a naturalistio deism), sense ll;ith intel ... 
leot, thoucht with emotion, flesh with spirit, body with soul -
but ror one end: man's own natural happiness in this Vlorldl God 
~s divorced from the pioture, supernatural beatitude 1s no longer 
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the goal tOVlards which mants hum.an nativi ty is directed. Marita1n 
r;1ves his def'ini tion of fu"lthropocentric hum.anism: It'll'lO second 
kind of hunJanism bolieves that man is his ovm center. and thaI'e-
fore the center of all tbings. It implies a naturalistic concep-
tion of' man and of' freedom. ttl 
In his essay ffChrls ti ani ty and the New Age" Christopher 
Dawson elucidates the s1gnificance of anthropocentric humanism and 
inclicates the inte::rnal prinCiple wi thin it which is the germ caus-
ing its subsequent internal divisions: 
'I'he Renaissance had its begin...'1.1ng in the sel.f-dlscovory. the 
self-realization and the sell'-exaltuti C)n of man. IvTedieval 
man had attempted to base his life on tho supernatural. las 
ideal of Imowledge was not the advonturous ques t ot: the human 
mind exploring its O~~ kingdom; it was an intuition of the 
eternal verities which is itself an er~lnation fro~ the Divine 
Intellect. The men ot the Renaissance, on the other hand, 
turned away from the eternal and tho absolute to the world of 
nature and human exper·lence. r1'1:10Y rejected their dependence 
on the supernatural, and vindicated their independence and 
supremacy in the temporal order. But thereby they were grad-
ually led by an internal process of logic to criticize the 
principles of their own knowledge and to lose cont"'idence in 
'their Olfm freedom. frho self-affirmation of nmn GTadual.ly led 
to the denial of the spiritUal foundations of his freedom and 
ln1o~:{ledge. This tendencY' shows itself in eve!'y department of 
modern thought. In philosophy it leads from the dogmatic 
rationalism of' Doscartes and the dogmatic empiricism of Locke 
to tho radical scepticism of rhUne and the subjectivism of 
later German thought. 
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
EVEn' since the Renaissance the centrifugal tendencies in ()Ul' 
civilization have destroyed its spiritual unity and divided 
its spir! tual forces !It Tho fiOS tern mind has turned away from 
the contemplation of the absolute ruld the eternaJ to the 
knov{ledge of the particular and contJ.neent. It has made rr.an 
the mensure of all thines e,nd has sought to emancipate hUIr'.an 
life from its dependence on tho supel'rultu.ral. Instead of the 
whole intol1ect~1 andaocial order being subordinated to 
spiritual principles, overy activity has declared its inde-
pendence, and \10 see polities, econo.mies, science, and art 
organizing themselves as auto!!omous kingdoms which 0'010 no al-
legiance to any hir.;'b.,er power. 
Jicb:.:>las Berdyaav further assesses anthropocentric huraunism in 
~ MeaniAi~ 2£. r-!tstol'l: 
Rt.mlan1S111, as its nam.e implies, den.otas the elevation and 
sot tine up of man in the center of the tuliverse. • •• It baf 
beon said that humanism discovered the human individuulity 
and gave it full play. i'reeing it .from its 11led1eval subjec-
tion and directing 1 t upon tree pa ths of self-ar£1r"'.LN3. tion and 
cre~l.tion. But hwnanism also contained a diametrically oppo-
site principle, thnt of man's abasement. of the oxhaustion of 
his creative powers and ot his general enfeeblemont. For 
humaniaDl, by rega.rding tnan a.s part of nature, transferred tho 
oenter of grav~ty at the human personality from. the center to 
the periphery. It divoroed tl~ natural from tho spiritual 
man. It divorced him from the interior signifio(mee and the 
divino contol'> of life, from the deepest f'ou.l'ldations of man fS 
very natura, and it then gave him the fI"0odom of creut1ve 
deve1opt::1ont. In fact, lnuru;u:usm denied that man wa.s the image 
and likeness of God; that he was the roflection of the Divine 
Baing. • •• Tho Christian consoiousness of man began to lQ$fJ 
its stron.:tb.. And this, it in 1 ts turn, gave rise to a selt .. 
destructive dialectic wi thin htl..11lanism. j 
~ust as we have taken theooentric hmnaniam to be a synonym for 
~dieval s;r.uthosis for the purposes of this thesis, so also do we 
~onsider anthropocentI'ic humanism to be a synonym for the Hena1s-
2 Christipher DaVISon, tfChristiani ty and the New Age, tJ 
~ssa.ya t:!1. Order, ad. Christopher Dawson, Hew Yorlt, 1931, 160-1, 
~05. 
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sance diohotomy. Anthropocentric hu.'1lsnism, as Vie have observed. 
implies the divorce of !nan's secular Goals f1'Om. his eternal goal, 
but it does not in itself imply the division of faith from reason, 
philosophy from theology (naturalistic deism), religion from sci-
Ollee, body from sou.l, thought i.'rom em(}tion, intellect from sense" 
or flesh from spirit. However, it contains within itself, as 
Dawson and Berdyaev have indicated.. the internal principle which 
eventually leads to the divisi~)n of all those fundamental correla-
tives mentioned. 'mesa same correlatives st. l~iOma.s was able to 
reconcile and uni to in his med1eval synt!losls. 
Even though we employ the te!~m Renaissance dichott"):tny' in 
this limited sense, we will al'l&lyze SOllle of the nw.jOl' divisions 
which it also connotes. T'nus we can contrast the medieval synthe-
sis in its i\l.lness v;i th tho great antithetical di vis ions which 
the Renaissance dichotomy induced by its implied rejection of that 
s;ynthesis. 
Since the medieval synthesis is a philosophical s:>'ll1the-
sis, we will br·1e.r1y discuss tho doctrines of the three chief 
philosophers who cmtributed most to the Hena1ssance dichotorny, 
inamely, \'dl11run Occam, I-ilrencis Bacon, and Renee Descartes. 
William Occam, the first of tho plulosophers called 
"modernist lt , died only three quarters of til. century a.ftel" st. rr'hOlll8B 
lIt is ironic that the greatest of the "moderate realists" Vias 00 
!close :in histol~Y to the i'irst of the 'tmodernists tr, the "fo. ther of 
~Or.dnalism." Occam was Il nonll.nallst because ho denied 1;h.u t ~_ 
l8 
versals had their i'und£1.'Uent in things. that they existed outside 
the mind. that they had objoctive reality. Consequent upon these 
nominalistic principles was Occa.rn's assertion that, since univer-
s~ls do not exist outside the mind, we cannot know God rold theolo-
gy by reason, but by revelation only. Thus Occam drives tho fund~ 
mental wedge of the Renaissance d1choto11IY, the wedge between 
philoso9hy and theology. He loosens the keystone oJ: the medieVs.ll 
synthesis. 
Henry S. Lucas stlml.n.arizes Decal'll.' s position: 
His (Occamts) scepticism led him to deny the existence oi> 
types outside the mind. Thus he would a.rgue that horses 
indeed did exist, but the general concept horse possess~d no 
objeotive validity. • ... Ookham denied tEe power of the 
mind to penetrate into the secrets of (}od. 1<I:11US he claimed 
tl~t philosophy and theology were so distinct that the first 
could not serve as handmaid to the second. 'I'heolog'"J \vas the 
science of God's authoritatlV&4revelation and could not be 
accounted for by hwnan reason. ' 
~ince God cannot be known by reason accol"'ding to Occam, but only 
by revelation, the bridge st. ThOl1laS built between philosophy and 
theology is hopelessly severed. 
The clesvage wr.d.ch Occam e.r.rectod led lilrancis Bacon. a. 
~atel' pb.11osopi:ler, to enuncia.te his principle of the ,ttwo-f'old 
itruth. II Basil Willey gives a digest 01: Bacon's position: 
He (Bacon) is concerned to insist that Truth is t\vo-told. 
~~ere is truth oJ: religion and truth of science; and these 
diffe!~Emt kinds of truth must be kept separate. This p081-
4 Lucas, H,enaiss:mce ~ ~eror:mation, 134 .• 
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tion is the inevitable result of any attempt to combine 
nominalism in philosophy vlith acceptance of :;'e1ieious 
dogma, and in this respect Bacon belongs <'lith Duns Scotus 
and Occam. If you hold that individual Ilthlngs" are 
alone real. more flatus vocls: i£ you do this, and yet 
cling to a body or doctrIne Ilke the Chr-istlan which 
implies much elso is "real ff besides I1th.lngs. n you have 
no alternative but to aocept the strange dichotomy of 
ttTruth,U and to try, as far as possible.~to keep the 
two kinds trom contaminating each othor.~ 
~ driving Oc~a~'s postulates to their logical conclusions. and in 
~tating. as 'l~il1ey pal"aphases, that nit is a fallacy to try to 
ponflrm. the truths of religion by the principles at soience .. this 
~s another example of the mingling ot things d1 vine and human., u6 
queon completed the diohotolll1 of philosophy (-rnd theology, fv_i th 
md reason, religion and so1ence to which Occam's "razor" had 
:leut the in! tinl incision. What is more, the split whioh Bacon 
~ffeeted laid the basis for the rationalism and naturalism that 
~as to tallow. Occ.am first jarred th.e keystone of the medieval 
ynthesisJ Bacon completely loosened. it, Descartes only had to 
~en10ve the keystone and the destruction of: the medieval synthesis 
ould be consmumated and the !:Ull dichotomy of the Renaissance 
~uld be effeoted. 
In his book ll. rl'hopms Jaoques Mar1tain has pin-pointed 
he shaking efrects "tvhieh the dichotoray- 01: Descartes brouC')lt about: 
5 Willey, seveIfteentr Cen,tuI,;! Back,6!ound, 27. 
6 Ibid., 29. 
-
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In the sixteenth century, and mora particularly in tho uge 
of :Descartes, the inter'loY' hierarchies :1i' t.ho virtue 01' rea-
son viera shatterod. Ph:tlosophy abandoned theolo;;y to aszer·t 
its OVID. claim to be considered. the supro!:1o science, and the 
mathematical science of' the sensible world und its phenomena. 
takinc: precedence at the sanlO time over' metaphysics, the hu-
1l1an mind began to profess independence 01' God and Being. In-
dependence of God: that is to say, of the supreme object of 
all intelligence.. \'1hom:1. t a.ccepted only half-heartedly l.mtil 
it finally rejected the intimate 10l0wlodge of' IUm sUpOl~atur­
ally procured by grace and revelation. Independence of being, 
that is to say, of the connatural object of the mind as such, 
against which it ceased to nleasure itself humbly, until it 
tina11y undertook to deduct it entirely from the seeds ot 
geometrical clarity, whioh it concolved to be innate in it ... 
soll.'.7 
rarltllln mentions that after philosO:.Jhy had abandoned theolo6Y, 
)h:ilosophy reduced 1 tsclf to the math,ematical soience of the sen-
ible world und to its phenomena which took precedence OVer meta-
)hysios. 
In his thought-provoking stud:,r ~ seventeenth C,OptUl"Z 
~cl,ground Basil \'~illey states that in its pursuit of truth the 
~eventeenth oentury "disoovered two :flaiu ldn<l.s of certainty, one 
~bjective or external, the other subjeotive or Inte:r"tl&1.n8 !low. 
~he "certainty" whioh predominated Was What Maritain oalls the 
inathematioal science of the sensible world and its phenomena" and 
~hat Willey calls the "objeotive external certainty. n Willey 
7 Jaoques Mari tain, ll- 'tflOJ:¥.S AQllipas" J. F. Soanlan, 
!il'ans., London, 1933. 91. 
8 Willey, Seventeentp. C~ntur;r. BackGround, 76. 
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further desoribes the two main c~rtainties of tho sevonteenth 
contury: 
In respect of the external world that account was Iitl"'Uest lt 
which explained the mechanics at: cllusat:l.on; and the most 
flreul ll ot: the properties of things were those which could 
be mathematicallY' ex.pressed. 'rhe interna.l certainties, as 
,*ve have seen .. were ol'uei'ly relevant in the regions 01' faith 
and of ethios,. wheI'e truth Came to mean that which is vouched 
for by tfth,c inner light".. •• if'hese two orders of certain-
ty, objective ~~d subjective, correspond to Descartes's 
divisian of rea1i ty into Extoru>ion (matter) and Thought (mind, 
soul). \.) 
Desoartes's philosophy starts with two unproved certainties which 
for him nre first princi:ples and whose valid1 ty is known by intu-
itIon alone: the certainty of' Qne's ovm existence and tho certain ... 
ty of God's existence. l'Tom these two main certainties man Cfln 
!conclude -(;-0 the cortainty that the obj()cts of w.athomaticul thouGht 
It was necessary that Descartes postulate those two first 
principles since he CQuld not prove them to be true according to 
~s mm philosophical tenets. As V;1110y pointed out, Descartes 
~vided all re?-11 ty into two substL,noes: Ex:.tension (matter) and. 
~l}lOUGht (mind, soul). l"b.roughout the universe, th.ere al'"O matho-
nationl objects subject to mechanical 1aviS. This is tho SUbstance 
lXtonsion. It alone of the two substal"lcOS can he known rnathemati-
bally. because it alone is extended. It alone is the extornal and 
)bjectivG cortainty_ Within eF.ch individual .. on the other hand, 
9 Ibid., 76. 
1. I * 
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lis his lfthinY..1ng ego~ n his soul, his mind. This sUbstance which 
Descartes calls Thought is internal and subjective. Since this 
sUbstance is not extended, it cannot be knovm r.aathomat:tcally. The 
truth of the certainty of this substance is an unproved postulate 
pf' Desca.rtes. nut, according to the prillciples of Descartes, only 
thut is true which can be clearly und distinctly knovm. And for 
pes cartes the only clear tUld distinct lalowlodge is mathematical 
Iknowledge. l'herefore the only substance which can be proved to be 
Itrue is Extension. The truth 01' tho athol" substance, Thou?:').lt, can .. 
pot be proved to be tl'·ue. So according to his own principles, 
~escartes could not prove the existence of his own thinking self 
pr oi' God, if he had not postulated them as first principles. 
Consequently, as Willey obsorves, 
In this way Cartesian thought reinforced the growing dis-
posl tion to accept the scientifio Vlorld pietu!'e as the only 
ntrue fl one. 'rh,e criterion of truth which 113 set up, ac-
cording to Wflich the only real propertiee of objects wore 
mathenmtical properties, implied e. deprecation of 1111 kinds 
oi: knowinc other than that of the lfphilosophcr. Jt And as 
both relieion und poetry spring fro.n1 (lui te othor modes of' 
knovdng, the Cartesian spirit inleo far as it preVailed, 
vms really hoa ti 1e to them both. 0 
Descartes's dualism perfected the dichotomy between body 
~d soul, and for the hu.manist, between i'lesh a11il spirit, e!l1otlJns 
~d thouc;ht. sense and intellect. But he did more. In decisively 
seVering philosophy from theology, reason .from .fu! th, science 1"'rom 
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l"elic;ion, ho stated that one eQuId have objective certitude about 
"philosophylf und science only. &'Ubject1ve corti tude gained by 
1ntU! tion Vias the only f~UartU1tee, accordine to his tenets, for 
the truth of theology, faith, a..'1d religion. T'nese tenets led to 
the rationalism and eventual scepticism of later philos'):phers. 
Another word from. the greatest living nco-scholastic about the 
effeots of the dichotomy of Descartes should epitomize our dis-
pussion of that great divider. 
The Cartes! D.l1 angel has aged a r;ood d.eal i he has rn.oul ted 
many times; he is weary. But his undertaking has prospered 
prodigiously; it has become world-wide, and it holds us 
undel'" a law whioh it} not gentle. He 1s an obstinate divider 
and he has set all things against each other - faith ~nd 
reason, metaphysics and science, Imowledge and love.l~ 
In the first chapter we exa..'1rl.ned st. Thomas'8 Simple, 
;ret pro.:t.~ou:nd solution to the problem ever cont'ronting the artist: 
~he reconciling oJ: tho claims of flesh a..'1d spit'! t. st. T".aomas 
~hows that beauty 1s perceived throup.h the cooperation of the 
senses and 'the intellect. Consequently, a plJet giVGS expression 
,,0 his personal perception of the beauty in a way which reconciles 
",he claims of both .flesh and spirit. 
Descartes IS dichotorllY ruined this recone11iation; flosh 
~d spirit are hopelessly divided; the things of sense have no 
~onnection with those of the intellect beoause they belong to t\yO 
-
11 Jacques l'ia.ritain, Three Reformers, London, 1928, 89. 
different ::-l.nd distinct substances. !I'lle philos::rphy which Descartes 
gave to the mod.ern world [fid the aesthotio \'Jhich he cr)rlsequontly 
cave to poetry is ono o1~ tho chief contributing causes to tho lack 
of grent ~-:n,~~l:tsh poetry sinoe the advent 01' Cartesiunism. Des-
cartes hud removed the fo\mdation necessar'J to all great poetic 
expression: the union of senses and intellect.. of emotion and 
thou~,;ht, of flesh and spirit, of body and soul. 
, 
i 
i 
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CHAPTEH IV 
mU,Ftn:~D AND DISSOCINfED fiE:J:4SIBILITY 
unified sensibIlity is a term whioh was introduced into 
ithe oriticism of metaphys10al poetry by T. ~,. :.::11ot. lIe used the 
itOl'TIl to oxpress the distinctive qual! ty of the poetry of tho meta-
physical .poets (and tho essentia.l qn.ality o£ all truly great poet-
ry). The occus:T.on of his essay on metaphysioal poetry in which 
11.iot first used tho tel"'m was tho pub1ioation of ll~~aphlsloa,l 
Lyrics ~ Poe~. 2!. 2 ,seventeent.l:l. £..o,nts-z. a collection ad! ted 
!bY Herbert J. C. Grierson. Grierson Vias the greatost contemporary 
lauthority on metaphysical poetry, and, as Eliot remarks in the 
essay. ttMr. Grierson's book is in itself a piece of oriticism and 
~ provooation of criticism. n1 ElIot in his essay does not proper. 
~y define these terms; we oan only deduce his meaning (which mean-
~ng is. at times, obscure) trom his use or the terms in context. 
iSo, from Griersonta r"ndW1llelts use ot these same terms in oon-
~ext we Can heIe;hten our Imowled[j6 of' the full cormotatio!w which 
"he ter:::~s ca.rry_ In defining these tenus, therefore, Willey's and 
-......... ......... 
1 T. S. .t~iot, ··Tho MetaphysioD.l poets. It Selected Ea-
IDs. now York, 1932, 24,1. ' . -
..... 
Grierson's, no less tl'laIl Eliotts, interpl">otations of the terms 
will be consulted because Willey and Grierson a.re no leas quali-
fied to give such inter'pretations. 
The term uni.fied sensibility is used \,/ith two connota-
tions by these critics. However, the second connotation really 
pl"esupposes the first, so thel'"'o is nothing disjunctive about them~ 
Dasil 7iilley gives us the first connotation attached to 
the term unified sensibility. It will be necessary here to give 
a. lengthy quotation from \';111ey to capture the full content or 
u...vrl.f1ed sensibility in its first connotation. Willey is using the 
terril in this contoxt in his evaluation of tlir tl'homas Browne J 
Ho (Sir Thomas Browne) had, in fact, Vlhat Mr. 'l\ S • .b1.iot 
has called the "unified sensibility" of the metaphysicals, 
which was the offspring - perhaps unreproduclble in dit-
tel'ent ciroums tances .. ot a scholas tie training blended 
with the expansive curiosity 01' the Renaissance. It meant 
the oapacity to live in divided and distinguished worlds, 
and to pass freely to and fro between one mld another. • • • 
Many different worlds or countries of tho mind then lay 
close to(~ethe:r .... tho worlds of.' scholastic learning, the 
worlds ot scientific experiment, the worlds ot classical 
mythology and of Biblical history, or fuble and of tact, 
of theology Wid demonology, of sacred ruld profane love, 
oS: pagan and Christian morals, of nctivi ty H:,nd contempla-
tion; and a cultivuted man had tllO freedom of them all. 
They were divided und d1stinG~shed perhaps, but not as 
later, by such high barriers that a man VIas shut up S:oI' 
life in one and another of them. ~le distinctions were 
only beginning to be made which for later ages shut off 
poetry from science. metaphor from fact, fancy from judg-
mont. The point about those dU'forent wOl,"lds was not that 
they were divided, but that they were simultaneously avail-
able. The major interests o~ life had not yet been mechani-
cnlly ap:9orti·~med to specialists, so that one must dedi-
cate oneself wholly to fact or wholly to value. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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I thin.k that something of' tho poculiar quali tJ of the 
flmet[1pi~ysioD.1 U mind is due to this faot of ito not being 
finallf c()!lllll1tted to anY' one world. Instead, it could hold 
~m a 1 1n a loose synthesis together, yieldinG itself, 
as only a r~nd in tree poise can, to the passion or detect-
ing analogies and corl"espondences between them. • ... The 
"divided worlds II are so equipollent that they lU'O almost 
interchangeable" l'thile r.trOli'J!le is v.~i tint; as a Gln":b;;tiall, 
his experience as a scholar is also available to him; whilo 
vn"i ting as an 0.1'cheo10g:1.8 t, r:ds experience as a mystic is 
ava:tlabl~J as a naturalist, his expel'iance as poet, scholar. 
or seer • .:;. 
Uni.fled son.sibility ill its fi1"'st connotation" therefore, is tho 
capaci ty 01" a. poet to unite the frui ts of his oX90rienoes into 
Inew wholes. The frui to of' 'these expeT'iences are tho truths of 
1.uman lif'o carnerod from those personal ex})oriences. rrhus a. poet 
1,'Jho has unified sensibility in this first sense can unite what he 
knows from Cath'Jlic revelation with the tl?llths of ut r)l'l1ic sclance; 
his musical 6xper'lence of' BaethovIDl t S 2curt;h Pinno Concerto he CtUl 
linJ\. '.?11th his experience of the delicate lu1'fing oi' a spi.n."1aker 
IrUnriins before the so:tt sunset breezos of LuJ.ro r;!ichigan; he crill 
~"1i to his experiencos of' the drunken raviE;;:::; of tho derelicts alore 
Chi caco t s West Madif:F)l1 street VIi th hi s awed experience oi"' the 
Trappist monks singing the praises of God at t''.!IO in tho morning 
in the hills of Kentucky. Life is the poet ta province, and if he 
~ossessos urlif'iod sensibil:1. ty in tills first sense, he is oapable 
pi' \lni ting the varloWJ truths of human experience lnto neVi wholes. 
Unified sensibility in its second sense means the oapa-
2 Willey, ,S,evonteenth Centur~ J¥lckgroun~1." 42" 43-!~-1 .• 
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c1ty ot u poet, Eliotts phrase, "to feel his thought. tt This 
succinct phrase touches the idf.la adequately, bu.t needs ample ex-
planation. Before such explanat10n 1s proffered, it r;::lUst again 
be remembered that unified sensibility in its second sonsepre ... 
SUi)pOSeS tho first oonnota:ti:::>n ·of the term. necessarily, before 
a poet may lI.feel his thought, tf he must have a "thougb.t, n a 
"truth, tI presented to his intellect which he may fl1"ool. tl And, 
the result or unified sensibility in its first 
sense. It is the amalga.1'!lation into So new whole 01"' the various 
truths vrhich are the 1"'rui ts or the poet's pe:-'sonnl experionoes in 
li1'e. 
Since the ex;pl~1.nution of: the second C {x"lnoto.tion of un1-
!fied sensibility 113 oomplioated, the olarity of the explanation 
Iwil1 be fac!li tated, ir the two-told .function 01' the poet in pro-
iducing poetry 1s fir'st briefly outlinod. 
A poet must first perceive beauty and a corresponding 
!emotion nlUst be aroused in him; he then must eXI)ress this emotional 
~xper1enoe in order to produce poetry. 1be experiencing of an 
~motlon and the expressing of the emotional expel~iance8 1s the 
~wo-rold i'unction a. poet must fulfill in prodUcing poetry. Simi-
~arly, there are two intorpretations or un1.fied sens!h!l! t:{ in 
Ithis second connotation of "feeling a thou[?')1.t. U Each inter';.>rata-
1t10n is nocessary sinoe each inte~)retat1on corresponds to one 
part o.f this two .. fold function a poet must fulfil=:'. 
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'\',e must further analyze the psycholor:ical proce~.H'J, the 
result of \'ihich is the urousin:~; 02 ~.U1 emotion in tho~)oot. 'l1}le 
poet's intellect pel"'ceives r;i th pl"ofoU.Xld clari ty the "thou::;ht, II 
i.e ... the !It:::1J.thf! of somethin~; which is presented to h1s intellect 
throu;71 the agency of his senses. And when the poetts intellect 
perceives that the object is not only "true," but also IIgood,tt 
(The moment the intellect perceives the object not only as "truel! 
but also as II eood, fI the \yill automatically desires the objec t). 
his intellect also perceives or intuits the ob.ject as "beautiful.' 
For, as st. Thonu1s says, beauty and the good in an object aI'O 
identical. And at the moment that the mind perceives the Ifbeauti. 
ful ll in the object, a corresponding emotion is aroused in the pr;ett 
The poet, therei.'ore, :nTU.st not only perceive the "tl"uth lt of the ob .. 
ject, he must see the IItruthll as "beautiful" before an emotion car 
be aroused. Oftentimes a "truth" is perceived, but it is not per-
ceived as "beautiful, If and therefore no emotion is ar·oused. But 
the poet must have the perspicacity to see the IItruth" etS ffboauti .. 
ful" in order that a corresponding emotion be aroused. 
Furthermore, this emotion is in perfect proportion to 
the poet's conception of the "truth" of the ob,ject peroeived. It 
cunnot be otherwise since, in the object, the tftrue," the "good," 
and the "beautiful tf are the smne. .find this subjective emotional 
l'eact:ton 1s automatic; it is a one to one correspondence with 
the subjective conception of the "true," and therefore the ffbeautt. 
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, '1..11 II in tho object peroeived. Consequently, if the f1truth tl be a 
ig'ht UtruthH such as that porceived on hearing fJ.. Stl"~lUSS wultz. 
there will be a corresponding light emt)tion in perfect propol"'tlr>n 
to the !ftrt.lth" an:} flbeauty" intui ted in hear-tng the waltz. nut 
it be a protou.."rld lttruthll such as that pOl"'oolved on hCHlrlng 
I3rahJ.ll'S First Symphony, too emotion pl?oducod or educed "iill be 
roportionatoly profound. However, I'or a proportionato emotion to 
e aroused whioh cor:P6sponds perfectly wi th the nubjeotlvG Ittruth," 
.e., tho poetts concoption ot the fltx"Uth lf and tlboautyft of the 
bjoct :percelved, the 1')oot must be convinoed at ;;ho Ut:r"Uth lt or 
- - - ------....... -
he object peroe1ved. If' the poet is not convinced of the Htruth,tf 
be no corresponding emotion pl"oportiolluto to the Iltrutll'f 
object perceived. 
So the f'!rst funotion in tha two ... :fold i'unctloll 'which the 
ful:fil1s in producing poetry has two phases, first, the poet 
oUlled; secondly. the poat must bo c,::mvincod of th.o fttruth H per-
oived in order that the omotion c.:,'cl1.l3ed bo proport:tmate to the 
Uboautylt perceived. But since a POO";; \llOuld not even 
Do poet unless some emotion 'vore aroused upon porceiv- I. 
ng the tftruthtt and !fbeautylf of: an object, the first phase is not 
garded as unified. sensibilIty in a poet. Consequontly. it is 
th this second phase of the .t"'irst function ai' a. poet 'that IIreal-
ng a th~ur;hta in 1. ts f'1rst interpretation is concerned. 
I 
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Acoording to this InterpretatiOl'l !treeling a thought" 
k11eans that the poet IS emotion nnst be proportionate to the "truthtt 
Plercalved. And, as has baen sho'Wl1, this emotion call only be pro-
tportlonate to the Iltruthll perceived, if the poet i.8 convinced of 
the fttruthfl of his ftthought." Ii' the poet 113 not convinced of the 
"truth" of his Ifthoucht,," no oorresponding emotion will ensue. 
Any emotion a poat may later express as being aroused from a 
IIthoughtl1 tho fttI'uth tf of Yfhioh he is not convinoed vdll be a.rti-
fioial. This 1s the first interpretation of Utoeling a. thought." 
The seoond interpl"otation wi-deh deals with the poet t s 
~xpression of the emotional experience will be ta.ken nex.t, but 
this second interpretation preS11pposea the fil'st as moh as expres-
sing an emotional experience presupposes the emotional experience 
:1. tself. Grierson uses "feeling a thouC;h.t" accordine to both in-
terpretations in the following quotation. In referring to st. 
'I"n.omas and his Latin poetry, GrIerson states: "Metaph:y"sical in 
~his large way, Donne and his :followers to Cowley are not. • • • 
~one of the poets has for his main theme a metaphysio like that 
(which) 
• • • st. Thomas l2.ap,siopate1Z !l');.erehended and imaFd.nativel~ 
(Emphasis supplied.) IJ.ba phrase tfpassionutelyap-
prehended" refers to "feeling a thought" in its first interpreta-
~ion, and the phrase "imaginatively expoundodu rofers to "feeling 
Im.. 3 Herbert J. C. Grierson, tiThe Metaphysical POO1;S, U 
~ BackREound .2!. Encil1sp. Literature, London, 19.50, 116. 
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a thou€:;l'lttt in its second 1nterpr'etntion • 
.se.fore proceeding to .un explanatlon of 1I.1'0611n£;; a 
thou~:::htrt in 1 ts seoond interpretatIon. we :uust roi tel"ate that the 
first roquiremont in the two-fold function of the poet; 1s tWlt he 
be "true to himself.!1 His poetry must be the expression 01' an 
o.'jnt:tonnl expo11ienoe which he :e!lll~ received .. and willeh em.otion 
• 
he received !!!. 2rp'portio,!l; to his conception of the rttruthll of the 
Uthoughttt of the poem because he was convinced of that 'ttruth. tI 
• 
'rho emotion corresponds, in othel" words, to the subjective t:r'uth 
of the flthought,n 1.e., the Itthought ti as the poet conceived it. 
{By way of rape ti ti on.. tl thoug;l'lt U is the res 1..l.l t of u.uit1 ed 8 ens 1-
bl1ity in its first connotation: it i8, l:·olD.otely. u complexus of 
objects presented to the intellect fol" apprehension; pr'oxil'nately, 
it is tIle ec.rraplexus of truths which the intellect apprehends in 
these objects presented to it and whicll the intellect of a poet 
posseSSing unified sensibility in its first sense combines into a 
ew inte12:ral whole to be presented to -the intellect once !nore as 
the integral ifthought'f of the poem. J:ho "truth ft which tho poet 
perceives in that integral UthoUg1"lt II is the basic "truth lt of the 
oom. lmderlying and uniting th.e integ:ral parts of.' the "thoue:ht. If 
eives exrunples of the various flth,oUE;h.tsn expressod in 
Its (poetry's) themes t'18.y be tho Si>l1!Jlest experiences of 
the surfaco ':Jf life, serrovi and joy, love LUld battle, the 
peace of the country, tho bustle und st;ir of towns, but 
equally they may be tiTle boldest cDncoptiD!lS, the profoundest 
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intuitions, tl:l,O subtlest and rnost CO!11plox classifications 
and udiscourse of reason," if' into these too the poct can 
IIcarry sensation," make of them passionate experiences 
OOmmunicabl.e in vIyid and "novine imagery, in rich ond 
varied hal"1n:::;nies ).4 
rrhe "thought n considered in i "esol!' apart .from the poet's peroop-
tion 01' 1 t is objective trutl'J,; the fftl'nught U as tho poet conceiVES 
it,is subjective truth, and it 1s of this subjective truth that a 
poet must be convinced in order to produce true poetry. It vl~)uld 
be apropos to treat hel"'e by way or an example the l"elation of 
subjective truth and of objective truth to poetry. 
Suppose the poet is Herbert and that he exprosses an 
emotion w:b..1ch is aroused by his personal conviction of some tl"U.th 
oi' the J.i.n;~lican Church. Such a truth i::; not objectively integru14 
Herbert stllJ. \'V'ri tea good poetry because ho is tl"Ue to his concep-
tiO::l or objective truth, however lim! ted th<':l.t t;ro,th is. 3ut, now 
8u:p')OSe the poet is Crashaw and that he ezpress0s an emotion whlcl: 
1s arou::;ed by his pex'sona1 conviction of some t!"..lth of the ::toms.n 
Catholic Church. such a truth is objectively fully integral. In 
that respect, Crashaw 1s not a [~eater poet thrul Herbert because 
Herbert expl"esses an omotion which cOl"responds to the subjective 
truth as much as Crashawts does. Btlt the poetry whioh Grashaw 
producos is grenter because tho objective t:r~th upon which it is 
rounded is completely integral. 'lUis latter is the point .,.vhich 
~vJ: ': 5 T C l :~~, ".' , ~ "  ,:,--., "->.., V '\"~\ LOYOLA ~ \ UNIVERSITY ) 4 Ibid., 115. -
~SRAR~ 
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;;~llot mruces in his essay If Poe try and Prnpaeanda: If It·t~O can hardly 
doubt tha,t the 'truost' philosophy 1s tho best I1mter'ial for the 
!2,'l'>oatest poet" so thut the poet must he rated in the cnd both by 
tho phil.osophy he roalizes a..lld by the fullness fmd adequacy of his 
):>oallzation."5 Irhe connection betweon objectiv~ tl"Uth £Ind 1.l...'rl1i'1ed 
sonsibility in its first connotation should ag;:d.n be noted hero. 
:now that we have discussed tho first inte:r"preta.tion of 
!tfee-ling a thouBht U and the relation of subjective and object1.ve 
t!"..lth to poetry" we will consider the secc,md function in the two-
fold function which a poet fulfills, and, in turn, the second In-
terpret{?,tion of' ".feeling a thouc-)lt." 
'The second function ot the poot 1s to e}..--press the e-
motional experience whicb. was aroused In. him by his perception of 
the 'lbeautiful If in a "tx'Uth" in sueh. a way thD.t the emotion is 
eXpe!'ienced by tho reader. He does this through the medium of 
lnn::~7Uage and meter. fr'ne poet must reproduce the whole experience, 
1,e., the nthOU&~lt H and trle proport.ionate emotion aroused by the 
"thought. tr The language lml.8t 9xprass tr...e thought .from 'which the 
emotion was aroused. But it must do more than tha.t: it :tmlst give 
the "thr)ught" conveying its fltruth,fI but ontI)h.asizing its ffbeauty." 
And it mu.st do still more: the language (and the meter) must 1"e-
1'.'1''1'. 5 T. s. IUlot, "Poetry and Propaganda," ~ Boolg:l'L..~.f 
:"""4. London. Febr.'Uo.:r'y, 1930. 
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arouse the emotion. and the emotion ro-arousod must be proportion-
ate to the fttruthfl '\;,;hich the IvnS\luG6 sim'll). tnneously e.:l:.prem:;os. 
Rometubor that, accordinG to st. 'll);).otms, the In1nd (tl.! 
cOfal'j. tat1va) first intuited the lIbeuutyll of the Hthought TI from 
v1'hich the emotion Vias aroused throw~h the agency 01' t,he Sel:U;es of' 
seeing and hearinG_ 11herei~ore, in recreating the ffthouGht lt so 
that the "beautyfl of the I1thoughtf! is fW cmtphas1.zed that the cor-
responding emotion is ar·:)used in the l"eader, the reader's sensas 
of hearing tUld seeing Ilmst be recruited to recreate the ftbeautytt 
of the tlthou2')lt. n This "beauty" in the ffthoU[~ht II is recreated 
through the sense of hearing by the meter and the long tUld short 
vowels and the assonance, alliteration, and rhyme of the words, 
th:ts Itbeautytl is. likewise reorea.ted throuf.7l the EH1ns.e 01: sieht by 
imaeinative langUAge, by ima.ge~s that are cbarc~cd, images that not 
only give too IIthought, rt the Utruth, U of the Uthought, If but 01: 
their very nature recall 01'" re-nr'ouse the sarne proportionate e-
motion in the l"euder which the poet ex.pel"l:tenced when he intu! tod 
the "beauty" in the lltruth tl of the "thought. fI These images are 
in the int(}llect but they a.re sense lrnac;os. 1:herefore the;/, are 
capable of re ... a.rousing emotions" WLlich reside partly in the intel-
lect and partly in the sense i'a.culties. '!'hese sense images, 
therofore, recreate the "beauty'! oi' the ltthoughtrt by a double 
process: they recreate the f!beautyff oi' tho t1thought ll that first 
Caused a proport;iona.te e:notion to be arOUfH;)d, and, secondly, they 
directly arcmse emotions Intirilf\.tol;y associated vii th the i:ma3es 
used. 
'rh.s true poet chooses just such imaGos as will repro-
cluos emotions '>dl1ch are fal thf'ul to h1s ovm. experience; he wlll 
choose ir::lagos thl1t give tho ntl"'uth" he peI'calvod, ornpl'k'1.size the 
"beuut.:r" in the trthoughtll jUE>t as i t.s "bel\utyft was '·.n1phaslzed 1n 
~1.is orm lntu! tlon, and that Vlill rs-arouse the same emotions vih..1oh 
he experienced, emotions that were proportionate to the "truthn 
and tfbOi1Uty" of: the poet's Uthought. tt 
l.rbis process by which the poet recreates ,bis "tru.thll and 
~?roportionate emotion, in short, his whole exporience, by means 
of sense irnages, constitutes the second interpretation 01' !tfeeling 
a thou[j:lt. n This is the interpretation which fl:. S. 'Eliot attaches 
to the phra.se when he snys that ttteeling u thoughttl is a "direct 
sensuous 6tpprehension of thou6ht. or n recreat;].on ot thoueX'.l.t into 
~eeling.1f6 Puttipg his intel?,pretatlon in difl'erent words, he says 
lttoelins a th.our;htfl is lttra.nsmutin~~ ideas into sensation, 
(or) transfor:ning an observation into a stato of' mind. ,,7 
• • • 
For 
~iot. the sensa imaGe tmlst convoy the v/hole "experience: 11 the 
"th()ught ft perceived through the sense perception of an objeet, and 
I,Iho proportionate emotion aroused .:('r'om tho intu! tlon of the f1boauti. 
6 
7 
Eliot, "Meta.physical Poets, tf 21~6. 
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::tul lt in the 1f thaw ~h t. ft 
Gr1er'~on uses the phrase accor-dinc; to its second intor ... 
IPretation \vhen ho StJ.,,!s that ff.feclins a thouGht" is ttabove all the 
!p0culiar blend of passion and thought, teo ling and ratioclnation. nC 
To sUt!l!:!l.;'U'ize: unified so:nsibili t;y- has two lUG.in connota-
t:Lons, the second connotation presupposing tho first. Ul1ified 
sensibility in its first connotation is the capacity of the poet 
to uni to tho tl"uths which he has gathered from his multifarious 
l)crsonal Gxpo!'iences in 111'e. '1'11.1s amalgamation of truths i'orms 
the Hthoughtlt of a poet.s poetry. 
Unified sensibili ty in its second connotati')n ot rtreelin{ 
a thou[~htlf has two interpretations, the second interpretation pre-
~upposing the first. AOcoI'ding to the i'fret interpretation, 
"feeling n thou!?,,ht" requires that a poct experience an. er;]!yt:ton 
caives. He can experience this pro'portionate emotion only 11' he 
~s convinced of the "truth'· of the Ifthought tf ·Nhose tfbeuuty h~ per-
~eives. 
In its second interpr'etat1on u.C'ee11ng a thought" requires 
that a poet use .just sueh sense irnages (alOll[j with other devices 
or ImlGtl.aee and meter) a.s recreate the "beautylt and Ut!"llth If of 
Pis !lthou::~httl in order that lit proportionate (nnotion tna;'{ be re-
arouzod. 
Since unified sonsibili ty has two .. !.ain connotatl'Jns Hnd 
since this socond co:n.J:lotntion adm.i ts or two intoryn"'otat:LrYf.lS. tho 
term, consequontly, rrmy be uBod with three dlftol'ont monninr:s. 
As u rO:i.nllt, itma,'j' be true to sa:r that a poet posses:':;0s l.11ll.i'io(:~. 
sens1bili t,,/ in one sense. but lacks it ill anotho!: sense. However, 
if we say that a poet possesses unified sonsibility in the sonDO 
of nfeellnc; a thoughtlf according to its second interpretation, 
thllt. poet t'ully possesses unified sonsibili ty. 'I'his is t:r'ue since 
when the tenn is used aecording to the meanlng just indicated, the 
other two mea.nings atta.ched to the term are inclUded implicitly. 
Tho to:':'ID dissocifltecl sensibility is the eonve:r:'se of un1 ... 
fie) scnsibility_ Indeed,. to the extent that a poet 1&c1(8 u:nified 
senaibil! ty according to 1 ts full me<.Lnine just noted, he is suid 
to ha.ve dissociated senaib!1! ty. Just a~, there arc tlwoo der;,Teea 
of unified sensibll1 ty accol."d!ns to the tlll"ee ascending mearun,,;s 
of' the terra, so th.ere are thl"ee de;:;roes ~)i' dissociated SE'.Hwibll1ty 
~ocordine to three corresponding desconding meanings. Since these 
three ;neanlngs of' dissoclD.ted sens! bili ty correspond respectively 
to the three meanings of unified sensibility, it wl11 su1.'1'loe to 
~riefly point out these meanin;:;s" 
In the descendin:i BCt1.1e o.r ::nf..w.ninc.:;. a poet has dissoci-
ated r,cnsibility in the Je nst dissociated sense of t:l0 term when 
~e fo.lls in the expression clf his poetry to ar)use an emotion 
~hich is propo!"'tionuto to the Iltruth" of' the ntht)u.;~ht" (nr:nressed. 
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lIe fails to uso th.o I>I'opsr senso images \:yhich V/(luld not only [jive 
tho tttruthtt of the "thought If f'U'ld I'onraate the nboHutyft of the 
"truth, f! but also would re-arJuso tl1e proportior:tHte emotion. So 
it is a failure in expression.. 
If B1.lch a poet's il'n.ugGs do create a Itt:r.·uth,tI but with a 
WOt?,k disproportionate emotion, we have ~m examDle of the didacti-
c:1srn 01" tho Hec-classic poats. t~ch cf Popeta }}oetry, such as 
the tiEs say on Pllan, n 15 diLlsoc::tilted in. trrls respect. On the other 
h,'lnd, if tho poet arouses an emotion but :,;1.01'e is no "truth" or 
I1thought U to su;:>port it as an adequate cause, then we have an 
example 01' the sentimonte.lism oJ..'" tb.o Homantic pooto. ·.'~ord.sworthts 
111 Wandered Lonely As Ii Cloud tl 1s dissociated 011 this score. 
T. s. gliot Gquivalates the dif'forence betweon n poet 
})ossessin~.; and one lacking u.nii~ied sensl bili t.:r with tho dl . .::.."'i:erence 
between 1Ian intelleotual poet and a reflective poet. tl9 In apply-
ing the latter epithet to 'l'ennyson G.TId Br<nm:b:l[;, Inlot conti:n.ues: 
"Tennyson and Drown.i:n~~ are poets and they thInk; but they do rlot 
1'eel their th(:>ughts as imn)ed1atel,;r as the odoI' of a rose. u10 He 
~lif'ios his me.ning: IfTbe m.ore intelligent he (a poet) is the 
~ore 111\:Oly that he will have lnter'os ts: our (mly condition is 
~hat he turn them into pootry, and not merely llleditate on them 
10 Ibid. 
• i 
poetically. nll Using the tel"1.:ll to cbaraetel'izG a. \C/holo nO\'I ourrant 
in Imglish litoratul.'e, I';llot devolops his notion of dissooiated 
sensibility: ltIn the seventeent.h century a dissociat1.on of' 30ns1-
bili ty set in, .from I(:hich we have nevo!' recovered. tt12 One effect 
of this dissocia.tion was that ffvJhile the language bocrone more re-
fined, tho feeling beca~e more crude. u13 Another effeot was tilat 
early in the eighteenth century the sentimental age beean when the 
tfpoets revolted against the ratiocinative, the descriptive; they 
thOU€:~lt and ,fol t by .fits, unbalanced; they reflected. tt14 
Thus, dissooiated sensibility in its fix'st and least 
dissociated sense means the failure of' the poet to use the proper 
sense images to recreate tho ttthc}uc;ht" (ntruth l1 and "beautiful ") 
of the poem. and to re-aI'ouse the pro.portiouute emotion. 
As the first manning of dissoc.iated sCXlBibility rorers 
to somothing artificial in the expression of a. poet. so tho second 
lmeD.;.l1ing refers to somethlng artificia.l in 'I:;ho experience i tsel!'. 
In tlus sense, dissociated sensiblli ty means tho failure of the 
t'beautyU and "truth!! or the "thf.)ugl1.t" to rEI-arouse a l2.rp!,ort.ion.at~ 
emotlr)n in the poet beoause the poet is not convinced of the 
11 Ibid .• , 248. 
, • t 
12 Ibid., 
-
24-7. 
13 Ibid. 
-
11~ ,:(bi,d., 2li-B• 
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"truth" of the "thought. 1f It is impossible for such a poet later 
to ro .... arouse thl'>OU@l his e;-cpr6ssion an emotion which is pro-
portionate to tho Utruth tt of" the Itth0Ught,It since he himself 
never experienced such an mnotioi"h Any emotion he r:w..y subsequenf;. 
ly attempt to arouse through devices of o:..'Cprossion will be at 
best an artificiul emotion. 
In its third moaning, dissociated sensibility is the 
inability of the poet to unite the truths he has learned f'rom his 
various llmllan experiences into new integral wholes. As Eliot 
states in a quota cion given earlier in this chapter, the more in-
tegral the objective truth is upon which a poet bases his poetry, 
the greater will be Ius poetl~. Dissociated sensibility here re-
fers to the failure of the poet to integrate into new wholes the 
objeotive truths Which go to make up the "thought" of his poetry. 
As a poet IPJlY possess unified sensibili ty in th.ree d1.f-
rerent degrees, so may he possess dissociated sensibility in 
three different corresponding deel"'ees. However, a poet is most 
gonerally said to have dissociate(~ sensibility according to its 
.first and least ttdissocinted rl moanine;, just as he is most general-
ly said to have unifiGd sensibility accordinG to the tr...lrd and 
m.ost "unified" sense of that term. 
ThIs concludes the exposition of' the meanings ot: uni. 
fied sensibili ty and dissociated sensl bili ty. 
CHAPTER V 
SYUTHESIS; THE IU'l'E.'R .. RELJi.!.2Ion Oli' DISSOCIA'i':G'D 
SgNL~IBILITY AND TIHE RElIAISSAIWE 
A relation is as clear as the -terms between which it 
er..ists aro clear. Conseouently,. the olearer the terms are, the 
clec.ror the relation becomes. Following this principle, we have 
111 the ;;>receding chapters strived to unpack as adequately as pos-
sible the content in meaning of the terms unified sensibility and 
!medieval synthes!.s and ot their opposites: dissociated sensibility 
and Henaiosance diohotomy. Sinoe we 11...'1ve thoroU,13}:lly exarn.1ned an.d 
defined the terms. it will not be di:ri'icult to draw tho relations 
Iwhich, it is the contention of this thesis, exist betv/oen unified 
sensibill ty and the medieval synthesis on the one hand. tmd dis-
sociated sansi bili ty and the Henalssanco dichotom;y" on the other. 
First. we will draw the relation between d.1ssocio:ted 
.ensibility and ;he Renaissance dichotomy. Dissociated sens1bili-
tr in its thlrd meaning is the inability of' the poet to cOlllb1ne 
~he various t:ruths ot hu.m.an existence 'which he has acquired into 
...... 
new inteeral wholes. These wholes would form the objective truth 
'Upon which the "thought" of his poem v{Quld be based. If' a poet 
adheres to the philosophies tmde111ying the Henaissance dichotomy 
or anthropocentric humanism, trus inability is easily ex:.pla.1nod. 
Anthropocentric h..umuniSl'l1 wluch divorces the claims or 
this 111'e from the claims of' the next and which denies any essen-
tial oonnection between the ter.nporal goals of man and his etel'nal 
goals effectively prohibits the poet from combining the truths o:t: 
tIllS life with eternal truths. It efrectively divides the natural 
ends or man :Cram his sUpernatural end, his natura.l happiness from 
his supernatural happiness.· 
Similarly, the underlying philosopr..ies or anthropocent-
ric hu.man1sm and the Renaissance dichotomy make it impossible foX' 
a poet to integrate truths into new wholes. Ocoam: with his as-
sertion that God cmmot be knovm at all trom reason and Bacon 
with his "two-raId truth" effected a decisiVe cleavage between 
the tx'Uths o:t philosophy and the tru.ths ot theology. ot reason 
and of faith, of science and ot religion. Descartes completed 
this diohotomy by d1 vid.1ng all roal1 ty into two Substances: Though1 
and ExtenSion, thus denying any conneotion between material and 
~p1r1 tual truths. Consequently, the Renaissance dichototay' or an-
~b.ropocentr:tc humanism 1s directly related to the "inability ot tb! 
~et to unite the various truths of :J::ruman existence into new. 
~tegrated wholes.· tt 
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In 1 ts second mo::.ming.. dissociated sensi bi Ii ty is the 
inab11i ty or the poet to e::q>erlence an emotion proportionate to 
the fltruth fl or his tlthought lf because he is not convinced of the 
Iftrutb:' of' tm~t ttthought." 
The Renaissance dichotomy.. or al1thropocentl"ic h'l.ll:nal'l1sm, 
in embodying a philosophy which 1s the direct antithesis of'the 
dleval synthesis, \v.hich alone combines natural .v1th supernatural 
truth. is a false philosoph7 of 11fe. As such, the Renaissance 
dichotomy contradicts the f'undamental tenets regarding mants eter-
nal destiny which involve the relation of' his temporal to mants 
eternal end, and the tenets regarding the means of attain1ng that 
end which is the natural law, ~~d its compendium: the Decalogue. 
In contra.dicting these fundamental tenets this dichotomy contra-
dicts tenets itihlch history proves that man .2!. .h!.!. vorl np.tur~. 
indorses and has indorsed--even before the Christiwl era. 
Consequently, if the Uthouehttl of a poet is based on 
tenets of the Hena1ssance diohotomy whioh contradict these funda-
mental tenets of the med1eval.synthesia, the poat ca:n.not be con-
vinced of the Ittruth" o£ his Itthoueht." And if the poet is not 
convinced of the IItruthn of his Uthought, n ho will not have a 
proportionate elnotional response. (It may ha.ppen that a poet f S 
ttthouc;."1ttl is based on some specifio application or the Renaissance 
dichotomy rather than on one of' its fundamental tenets. Even 
though such a ramification of the dichotomy is as false as the 
:t'undnmontal tenets from. which 1 t is deduced, a poet can be sub-
ject! vely convinced through invincible ie;nornnce of the tl'"Uth of 
such a ramii'ication or the dichotomy and thorefore of the lttl'uth lt 
or his tfthour;.'l:lt. ff So, even though a poet 2£. Ai.B vorl l'lutur,e, !!. 
man cannot be ignorant of tho fundamental tenets 01' the natural 
-
law (vl111ch the dichototny' contradicts). it is very possible that he 
be invincibly ignorant of oertain s~eclfic ramifications of the 
natural lavi because 01'\ t;he dark.ness of intellect which original 
sin broui?)l.t about. And so; in so far as the poet is convinced of 
the "truth" of such a "thought," he is capable of receiving a 
proportionate emotional response. Although subjectively sound, 
objectively, the fftruthfl which produces this particular proportion 
ate emotional response 1s unsound, cOn2equently, in the ultimate 
analysis, the poet's expression of such an experience ,dll lack 
that universality born or objective truth which the (,rreatest poet ... 
ry must possess.) 
Since tho greatest poetry deals with these great tunda. 
ental tenets oi' the 1,$X n;a.turalis, the dearth of great English 
poetry since the Renaissance dichotOlrr.1 set in may be explained 
thus: that a poet in the Cartesian tradition may fail to receive 
a. proportionate emotional response to hls "thought, rt bocau.se he 
cannot be convinoed of its tttruth, Sf in as much as thAt fltrutll.f1 
contradicts fundamental tenets of the medieval syntl1esis. However 
that m.ay be the relation 1s detln1 te between the Renaissance di-
1l-6 
chotol1ry or anthropocentric htt!.1l8.ll1sm and tho "inabi1i ty of the 
poet to have a proportionate Ol'<lotional responso to a 'truth' bo-
cause he 1s not convinoed of tht1t ttruth.' tt 
Dissociated sensibility in its first and least lfd1s_ 
aooiated It connotation is the failure of the poet to recreate the 
"beautyf1 of the ttthoughttf and to re-u:t;"ouse the proportionate e-
motion through the co-op$ration 01: the sonses and the intellect. 
~'h.e sonse images used in the poem roca'"Ui t both the intelleot and 
the senses of the.reader in reoreating the flbeautyfl or the 
"thought U so as to arouse in tbe reader the proportionate emotion. 
'Ine sense images Cttn also direct:}.y re-arouse the proportionate 
em.otion tbrour;h the use of sonse imagos that arouse o1110tions as-
sociated with those images. In this whole pl~cess, we see the 
close eo-operation required between tlw sense j."aoulties and the 
intellect in the production of a poem. 
The basic philosophy oJ: the Hona1s$ance dichotomy maltes 
such eo-operation impossible. For Cartesirulism completely severs 
Body from Soul, the senses trom the intellect, the emotions .fro:n 
thought, flesh from spirit. By-passing the impossibility. accord-
ing to Cartesian principles. of intuiting "beauty" ill the intol-
lect t.b.rough the agency of the senses, and of that "bea.uty" arous ... 
inC; on emotion (which emotion of its very nature must reside 
simultaneously in the intellect and in the sense .faculties, Car-
tesianism \'{ould m,ake it impossible fOl" the poet eff'ectively to use 
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sense images to produoe poetry. 
According to the dichotomy of' Descartes, it \1ould be im-
possible tOl" sense images to recl"eate an intuition of "beauty. ft 
requiring the eo-operation o£ the reader's intellect and sense 
faculties. Lil~ewlse. lvould it be ir.r;:)ossible £o:r" those sense 
images to ro-arouse a proportionate emotion, sinoe the emotion 
resides s1mu.ltaneously in the intellect and in the senses .. some-
thing which Descartes v{ould havo to deny aooordil1g to his tenets. 
It is in this way tll.':l.t dissociated sensibility in its nlOst general 
connotation is related to the Renaissance dichotomy. But it is 
related to anthropocentl"1c hl.ln'llUl1sm under a different aspect. 
According to this h'Umalusm, man in the sixteenth cen. 
tury Renaissance, made use of his intellectual and scnse powel~s 
for his happiness in thiD world in a paga.n. manner, indopendantly 
of' the lavls o.r (iOd. 'i"wi th the ooncupiscenses acquired through o-
riginal sin paving the vlay, sintul excesses in the use of the senSE 
pov/ers, and in aatistying sense appetites, not only bec.a.:me wide-
spread 111. lknlllissance Europe, but 1,:vere beine: jus tified in the name 
of Hhumanism. It In Ii!ngland this brought on. a violent Purl tan 1'0-
~ct:ton in the Anglican Church whioh veered to tho other extreme 
pi.' apostrophizing as evil the senses and,"tl,;elr operations. 
~J1ch.ael 1:<"'. :Moloney states that it was 'boc~:.;:'..l.se of the "infiltration 
of the Furl tsn ideology through. which 1'nen :::?:l C'i)2>'1e t.;) ~1Japect the 
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senses and tho (:l1Xlotions - 0).' at loast nauseatinGly awar'e of thomtfl 
that the poets diminished thoir use of sonse images in poetry and 
begun using tho intellectual c()l1.cei ts that liverlO, in the last an-
alysis, poY/orless either to re-create the "beauty" Marite..in calls 
I1connatural to 1'l1rul1l or to re-arouse a proporti:)nnto emotir)n. The 
desleeatod poetry, or rather. didaoticism ot the Neo-classic poets 
is evidence t.o the !,v)int. Again, dissociated sensiblli ty in ito 
third connotation is diroctly rolated. to anthropocentric h.urr.anism 
in one 01" its chiei' reverse effects on literature and poetry, i.e. 
arxlstie puritanis~ 
Now t~~t the relation of dissociated sensibility and the 
Renaissance dicllOtO'.!1W or anthropocentric humanism has been estab-
lished, Vie will explain the converse relation between unified 
sensibil.i ty a.."1d the medieval synthesis or theocentrio huma.nism. 
Aocording to ita rlrst mecmng, unified sensibility is 
the capac! ty or the poet to run te into new wholes the various 
truths or human existence he has acquired. 'r'neooentric lunntJ.nism 
states tb.ut tho pursuits and claims of this life have a defini to 
connootion with the pursuit and claimo or the next life. In fact, 
all temporal ends are ordered to our Last End, God. '.1:'heocontr1e 
fhuma-'1ism plaoes an essontial COl1. .... 1ection bot.ween man t s temporal 
and etel"'nll.l happiness; the one 1s proY..imnto, the other is ulti-
mate. T1T-lstheocontl"ic h.l.mu;ullS!ll enables tho poet to combino 
natural and supernutural truth.s into new, i:n:toGl'al wholes. 
TheocQntrio humanism is hi.llItanis:rn based on the medieval 
Gynthesis. lmy poet who adheres to this synthosis in capable of 
corabinin:; all tr'l,'!:ths beoause ill this s;ynthesis all t!>'Uths 'ohich 
arc really trtl,ths are reoonoilable find in ha:Ml.l.ony with one 0.-
natheI'. ~':lle medieval synthesis unites natural truths with super ... 
na1::;ural trt.'!.ths, tllO truths of' philosophy vvith the truths of the-
ology, the tJ:·uth.~ of reason wtth the truths of i'a1 th. the trut'b.s 
of science with t:16 truths of religion. AS S1,:,. 'lTno!uas says, 
fltl"'Uth" is none, tt and no t.'r"Uth oarl oontradict another truth as 
Bacon w()uld ini~·er. It is in this way that the modieve.l synthesis 
alono onables the poet to have completel:{ unified sensibility ac-
cording to its .first con...Ylotation. And it ls in this \'1D.y that the 
ru·nified sensibility in this first cormotution is related to the 
Imodievul synthesis or theocentric hum.a.nism. 
Unified san..<:'dbility Ul its second sense is tho ability 
of the poet t() experience an emotion proportionate to tho "t!'t\th'. 
of the !Ith.oughttt because he is convinced oJ: the It truth. " The 
Plod1evo.l synthesis, again, cont.r,l.ins all truth, natural and super .. 
Ibused on the medieval synthesis, he can be convinoed. of the 
-
'tx'uth, It and, consequently, he is H.ble to expel:'ience an emotlcm 
propox·tlonate to that "truth. n 
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Un1.fiod sensibility in this Bence also 1"oqUil"'os that 
the "truth!! which tho intolloct poroeivos and the poot is o on-
vinced to be identified wi th the !lboautyt1 which al"'OUSOS tho pro-
portionuto amotion in tho intelloot nnd sonco i"acultios. In tho 
r.llod1evul s-ynthesis. st. r~'11(,):J.as shows that this Identii'ic<:!.:t1on is 
possible, lIe proves that lftruthff 1::> ldontif'lod '."lith tlgoodn and 
son81'0111 ty in i t3 seoond sense to tho medioval synthesis or theOoo 
00;,1tr1c hulWli.llsm should be cloar .. 
Unified se:n.sibility in its tlrl.l"d w"1.d:1l.Ost tturu.fied tt 
sonse is tho a1J111 ty of th..:; poet to use just such proper sense 
i!T'.agos as will rocroo.to tho "beaut'Y·n of the fftll'::m.r;ht" nnd will 
1"'6-al"ouse an emotion in tho reader propor·t:1onnte to tho fltruth tf 
of th.:7 poem. 
'fllis moaning of unii'ied somd bili ty il:1plies an Gxpe:r~1-
ence In v1hio11 the poet Intui ted Hbe;:~utyn throu[;h the agenoy of 
lhis intolloct and nonne raoul tic::'; &"'1d in ... ·kllch tl..1'1 emotional 1"'0 .... 
act:1on pI'oportionate to that "beauty" occ1.l.rred 1::.1. the intellect 
and sense facul tics.. 'l".(' ... :.'1.s experienc 0 :t~> presupposed; tP..o poet, 
according to this third mtHlninc: oJ: u..'l1iJ'1ed sonsibility, throu@.1. the 
~e of proper sense irr.agcs (and othe1" devices of 1 al1g'1.k'l[;S a!ld 
IIleter) nru.st now reoreate the ftbeuu.tyff of the "thour:;b.t" b,;l D.l»)oalint 
~o the intelleot and scnfJe faculties of the readol'"' th.rough the 
~ense im.aGes. tl:his "beauty" JllUSt be so re-erented that a propor-
, 
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tlonate emotion be re-aroused irl the intellect c~nd sonse .racul ties 
of the reader. fl1}J.o sense images can also rc-ar'OU:2·o tho propor-
tionate emption in the readel'> throu[",lt the arousing of omotions 
intlma.tely associated w'lth those sonsc images. flhls is 'tho fi'l,ll 
abili ty rec~uired of a poet who possesses unified s en sib::" 2.:l ty. 
T?"10 01036 co-operation oi' tho intel100t and sense faculties 1n 
pcrf'orminc; aingle 1'unctions is obvious: together they perceive 
the "beauty" of the thouchtJ 1 t 1s th:rough and in them that the 
emotion is aroused; the sense imagos used to recreate the ttbeauty' 
and to re ... a.rouse the pro';1ortlonate emotl·:)n cull both the intel-
lect and sense faculties into play. (We have at the cost of re-
petition reviewed the implications contained in this third mean-
ing of u.nif"lod sonsi bili ty, with special G1ll:l'hasis on the 00-
functioning of the intellect and senses, in order tru~t its re-
lation to the medieval syn.thesls may be 1110re lucidly perceived.) 
In the first chapter Wf3 saw hoW' st. '2}:Yymas has empha.-
sized this co-operation of: the intelloot and sense racul ties in 
the perception and enjoyment of the "beautiful. ff In 1:1 ttlng this 
t1"D,ct on beauty into his synthesis, he has reconciled the olaims 
01' flesh and apir! t, emotions and thought, senses and intellect, 
Body and Soul. st. Thomas prov1ded the keystone that makes great 
~O&try possible; Descartes removed that keystone, and as a result. 
the (Iuali t~r of :I:nglish poet:r'y since his time, has c;reatly sufi'el'Gl. 
For st. 'rhomns the body and its senses are good because 
Q 
r 
t 
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they co-opera.te with the intellect not only in perceiving the 
beauti.ful. but in perceiving all truth. He set the ha.P9Y medium 
for the use at the sense powers betvleen the sense-oxcess of the 
pa[~an Renaissance and the sense-op')ression of artistic Purl tanismJ 
the senses" for st. Tho:rllaS, are good if they hold their place 
designated by the natural law. In fact, far from denying the 
senses as keeping us i'rofn. God as the Puritans iroplied, the m.edi-
eval synthesis held that the senses, in perceiving created beauty 
lead the mind to God, since created beauty is but a reflection of 
the Divine Beauty. 
SUoh is the point whioh }~itain makes in referring to 
the intuition of Ubeauty" by the intelleot and sense faoulties. 
"They espeoially perceive and particularly relish the beauty of 
things, who, 111m st. Francis o:t ABaisi, tor example, know that 
they emanate from a mind, and refer them to their Author. ,,2 For, 
closely associated with the medieval s'Yllthesis is what Ralph 
Adam.s Cra.nnn oalls the tlsacramental ideal. ft So far were the ad-
herents of the medieval sJ'llthesis from oppressing the sense facul-
ties, that they recognized that tl1rough the agency of the senses 
they could perceive created beauty as a reflection of the Divine 
Beauty and that such perceptions could load them to a lttlowledge 
POI' the "sacramental idoal ft "sought to .find in created 
.. 
r 
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beauty the outvlard sign of an inward and indwelling grace. ,,3 
cramm himself' develops the notion of' the Itsacrrunental 
ideal:" 
This beauty. of form. line, color, chiaroscuro, tone, 
melody, harmony, rhythm - has been desirable in itsolf, 
and because of its power of sensuous delight, but even 
more as a menns of expressing symbolically, and there-
fore sacramentally, those spiritual adventures, experi-
ences, and achievements which transcend the sphere of' the 
physical and the intellectual, and therefore can be eX-4 
pressed only after a symbolical or sacrcl."'l1ental fashion. I 
Maloney ties in the flsacr~JIlental ideal" with the medieval synthe-
sis; 
In the light of' the saeram.ental ideo.lisnt, the created 
beauty of the w.1i verse with all its l:nanifold appeal to 
the sense of r~ is a faint and shadowy reflection of the 
D1 vine Beauty which is its source. Thus the medieval 
aesthetic did not attempt to reject nature - it sought to 
supernaturalize it.5 
Unified sensibility in its third and fullest meaning 
requires the close co-operation or Body and Soul, or the senses 
and the intellect, of the emotions and thought, and what 1'01' the 
poet is the reconciliation of flesh and spirit. We have gone in-
to detail to show how fully the medieval synthesis and its tenets 
on beauty and its ramification in the sacramental ideal has recon-
3 Moloney, John Donne, 87. 
- . 
ton, 
4 Ralph Adams Crau~, The Substance 
1917, 8-9. ----. or the Gothic, Bos-.................... . .. 
5 Moloney, ~ Donne, 211. 
r 
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ciled the claims of flesh and suirit and of' intellect mld sense • . 
~e believe the relation between unified sensibility in this £Ulles~ 
aense connotinG the liability ot the poet to use just ouch proper 
sense ira.aees as will re-create tho tbeauty' of' tho tthouCb.t' and 
re-arouse a proportionate emotion in the reader" and the medieval 
synthesis or theocontric humunism to be solidly founded, and now. 
at length. adequately demonstrated. 
We believe that the conclusions vnuch this thesis set 
out to prove are now firmly established and that the primary pur-
pose of the thesis has thus been fulfilled. It remains for us 
in the final chapter to observe how these conclUsions a.re borne 
out and exemplified in the poetry of two contemporary poets ot 
the seventeenth century, John Donne and Richard Crashaw. 
-
l 
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CHAP1':BR VI 
THE TWO RELATIons TIT THE POETRY 
OF DOmrE: AND CRA8HAW 
In this chapter, a selection f'rom the poetry of' Richard 
Crashaw will be used to exemplify the rolat1.on of unified ~ensi­
bl11ty to the medieval synthesis, vlLLile a seleotion from the 
poetry of Jolm Donne ~~ll be used to exemplify the rolation of 
dissociated sensibility to the Renaissance dichotomy. 
rl1hese poets wel'e oontemporaries and both belong to 
the group of' poets culled metaphysical poets. Selections from 
their poetry, oonsequently, are most apt for demonstrating the 
two rolations. \\10 rrnlst remember thftt, at times, Donne possessed 
u.."1ified sensibility in a limited som:.e in his poetry, and that 
at times Grashaw laolted 'U.."'1ified sensi bili ty in the full sense in 
his poetry. But this chapter is not attempting a critical analy-
sis of the poetic achievement of either Donne or Grashaw} it wIll 
merely demonstrate the two relutions established l.n the thasis 
as they are found in poetry. To do tIns, we have chosen a se-
lection from each poet that reflects Ins attitude towards a 
tundamental Utruth" in human experience, na.mely, death. 
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The selection ,from DonnG which Vie httlVe chosen to ex-
emplify the relation of dissociated sensibility to the Renais-
sance dichotomy is his Roly sonnet_ "Death Be Not Proud." 
Deuth, be not proud, thou~~ some have callod thee 
tliGhty and dreadful, tal" thou art not SO) 
For those who~ thou thinlrtst thou doest overthrow 
Die not, poor Death, nor yet canst thou ldll me. 
From rest and sleep, which but thy pictUl'"es be, 
Much pleasurej then tro:m thee much more must flow, 
And soonest our best men with thee do go 
Rest of their bones, and soul's delivery. 
Thou art slave to fate, chance, langs, and desperate men, 
And dost with poison, war, and siokness dwell: 
And poppy or oharms can make us sleep as well 
And better than thy stroke; why swellts thou then? 
One short sleep past, we wake eternally, 
And death shall be no more; Death, thou shalt die.1 
Let us analyze the poem briefly; First, what "thought" 
is expressed in the poem? The poem statos that death is not to 
be fearod because through it man finds rest; 1 t is a tfsflort 
sleeptl after which men "wake eternally.1t 
Now, v4~at would be the proportionate emotion that such 
a "thought lt would naturally arouse? The natural emotional re-
action to such a ttthought" would be one of self-confidence in 
meeting death, or', perhaps, one o.f conte:'l'q:>t .for death. But there 
1s nothing in the poem. to evoko such an eXl1otion - the ItbeautyU is 
not recreated ef'.fectively throu[];h Sense images and other poetic 
1 Joml Donne, 'rne Poems of John Do:nne, ed., Herbert J. 
C. Grierson, London, 1933~7.. - , 
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devices so that a p::(loportionato emotion is l"o-arousod. l<tor this 
reason tho poem suffers from a dissooiated sonsibility. Before 
proving that the poem is tho result of' dissociated sensibility in 
the poet, and indicating the causes 01' tho dissociated sensibili-
ty, we would like to give a critical opinion agreeing that Donne's 
religious poetry wns of an inferior quality: 
But such a spirit vdll not easily produce great de-
votional poetry. There are qualities in the religious 
poetry of simple and purer souls to which Donne seldom 
or never attains. The natural love of l~d \tJ'hich over-
flows the pages of the great mystics wl1ich dilates the 
heart and verses of a poet like tho Dutchman Vondel, the 
ardour and tenderness of Crashaw, the cl~ste pure piety 
and penitence of Herbert. the love .from which devotion 
and ascetic self-denial come unbidden - to these Donne 
never attained. lJ.b.e high and passionate joy of' • 
k1niversary is not heard in his sonnets or hymns. 
In the sonnet "dea.th Be llot Proud ft Donne has not etf'ec-
tively used his two characteristic tools whioh he uses in pro-
duoine his best poems: his dialectio, vfhioh is the expression ot: 
a prooi: supporting the main rttruth rt whioh the poem enunciates, 
and tho conceit, which is really an extended metaphor. but which 
Donne could oondense ei'fectively at times to convoy his Ifthoughttr 
and to stimulate the emotion. 
In the aormet 1n question, Dormets dialeotic is weak 
and unforceful. The lttruthff which he states is tha.t death is not 
to be feared. BUt the reasons he educes in his dialectic do not 
2 John Donn.e, l1'he Poems of John Donne, II, ed., Herbert 
C. Grierson, Oxford, l~, i1. - - , 
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support this truth. The reason Donne gives .for not i'oarins death 
is thnt death brin:::s the se.m.o rest as sleep does. .trod after that 
nshort sleep" is over, what? The "soults delivery" as Vie "wake 
eternallylt is Donnets reply. 
'I'ho dialectio 1s weak because it suffers frolll an 
imlor,a,tio tt,lenchi. ~itan does not fear death, he fears \vhat follovs 
upon death. Connatural with man is a universal belief' that a1'ter 
death he \1111 reoeive a rewnr'd or a punish:ment for the act:J.ons of' 
this life. Man fears deuth beoause he is not certain whether 
death wl11 .find him ready for reward or punishment. It follows 
that the dialeotic vlhich would rationally i'ortify the "truthU 
that death is not to be reared is that the individual is worthy 
of r<wlard and not punishment after death. 
The poem eludes tIUS point and merely c~npares death 
with sleep. It fails to take into account a oonsideration essen-
tial to the dialectic of such a poem: Ai'ter death, when man 
"wakes eternally," will the "soults delivel'Y" be to the hell of 
eternal punishment or to the heaven of eternal reward for the 
actions oi' this li.fe? The dialectic, in leaving this question 
unanswered, fails. Because tho dialeotic is unconvinoing, the 
"truth ft eXpressed 1s unconvincing. In proposing an unf01mded 
"truthrt in the poem, DOnne makes it iml)ossible :rOI' the readel" to 
experience a proportionate emotion because the tltruth ff as ex-
P~saed is unconvincing. As we have said, unless a person is 
-
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convinoed of a "tI"llth .. It he cannot rejoice in its "beauty" since 
"truthl1 and Ubenutytf are "one." 
In tbis poem, OOnn.e also fails to use his second char ... 
aoteristic tool effectively, the conceit. The conceit was Donl1e t s 
sense-image) it was his chief means of conveying his t.otal ex-
perlence to the reader and of re-arousing the proportionate e-
motion. ;Donne relied heavily on the conceit to expI'ess the 
"truth" of the "thought" figuratively, (often the conceit also 
ombodies the dialeotic of the poem) to recreate the ItbeautyU of 
the "thought," and to re-areuse the proportionate omotion. And 
this use of the conceit achieved the desired result in his best 
secular poems. But he tails hore, either to express the tltruth," 
to r001?eate the "beauty, II or to re-arouse the propol?ticm.ate e-
motion through conoeits (or any other sense .... imaces). 
The one conceit he does usc is that of ttsleo.!pft with 
i, 
"death" as its minor term. 11llis conceit is 1neff'ectiv. i'or two 
reasons: ~~rst, it does not truly represent the ndnor ~erm be-
cause there is nothing essentially common between SleeJ and death: 
sleop is unconscious rest} death is a very conscious particular 
judcrmont committiRg an individual soul either to heaver-~y happi-
ness or hellish torment forever. Thus, this oonceit dces not ex-
press "truth" or recreate IIbeauty." It carmot. Secondly, as a. 
6en8e-ima.G~, sleep, as it is conceived poetically here, is t:!":1te 
and unarrestil'lg to the imagination, and thus powerless in itselt 
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to re ... arouse an emotion. rl'11.e conco1 t is us vapid as the truth 
upon vih1ch it res·ta. 
So tho sonnet fails becuuse it is the pl"'oduct of a dis-
sociated sensibility in its first and loast u cl1ssociatedft sonse: 
"the inability of the poet to use just such pl~oper sens-images 
as will express tho 'truth. and recreate tho 'beauty' of the 
'thought' and thus re-arouse a proportionate emotion in the 
reader. ft I~o sense-images were used wbich produce a proportionate 
emotion. 
We saw that the weak dialectic indicated that the 
tftruthlt of the "thought, U which UtruthiJembodied the "beauty" of 
the poem, VIas 'UIlfounded. Thus no propol"'tio:nato emotion could 
have been re-aroused throUV)l sense.in:taees because there was no 
Utruth" Or ttbeautyll in the '*thought ll ot the sonnet as an adequate 
cause for such an emotion. We are of the opinion tbatthe poem 
sutfers from a dissociated sensibility in its first sense beoause 
it is a result of dissooiated sensibility in its seoond and third 
meanings. We further assert thut Donne had dissooiated sensi-
bili ty in 1 ts seoond and third me~min!3s becausa he \Vas a disoiple 
of anthropocentrio hu..'1lallism and the Renaissance diohotomy. \Ve 
will su-pport these assertions in order by first returning to the 
dialectic of tho poem. 
We believe that Delma unoharaoteristioally use a weak 
dialeotio which is not oonvincing beoause he himself was l..lnoon_ 
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vinced of the "truth" of bis IIthought." We believe, and our be-
lie1' is oonfirmed by Ius biography and critical authorities. that 
his real attitude towa.rd death is one of: :rear. We believe the 
illogical brafjr.;a,docio with which Donne taunts death is an ef'fort 
on the poet t s part to twist out an e~llotion 01' oOnf'idcnce and 
courage in the .faoe of death, even thouGh witbin himself he knows 
there is no rational foundation for him to feel such confidence. 
He avoids supporting the "truthtt with the proper dialectic beoaus 
he knoViS that aocording to that dialectic he may well be accounte 
worth,- of eternal punishment - which is anything but sleep. And 
if he wero so acoounted, he would lUlve eternal reasons for fear-
ing death. 
A glimpse into Ius personal life vdll give us the rea-
sons \'lhy he .feared death, it v1111 also g1 va us the reason why he 
possessed dissociated sensibility in its second sense oi' the in-
abili ty of the poet to experience an ertlOtion proportionate to the 
ttbeautytl of tho Itthoughtlt beoause he 1s not convinced o:f the 
"truthtt o.f the "thoue-i-ltU of his poem. Lastly, it will give us 
the reason why he could not be convinced of the fttruth tf of his 
poem: this reason is that he had dissooiated sensibility in its 
third sense of the inability o.f the poet to unite the various 
truths of human experienoe into new integral wholes. The ohief 
clement in his personal lito VJh1ch gives us these supporting 
reasons is his adherence to anthropocentrio hunum1sm and the 
, 
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Renaissance dichotomy. In the preceding chapter we established 
the relation between dissociated sensibility and the Renaissanoe 
dichoto~ or anthropocentric humanism. We should notice how 
Donne's adherence to the latter eives rise to the dissociated 
sensibility reflected in "Death Be Hot Proud." 
John Doru'le was definitely a disciple of anthropocentric 
humanism. In his prime of' life, he dedicated himself to seeldng 
-['1'1e joys, pleasures, and ambitions of trus 1it'e. Ii:<.lmund Gosse 
-
verifies this statement, 
~~e piety of admirers has sl~~red over, but has not 
been able to erase, the fact that at this period 
(circa 1596) Dorule was a type of' the Renaissance young 
man, avid :COl" pIe asure end tor Imowledge and experience 
which were his highest exp~essions ot' pleasure; in a 
high degree he must have been a law unto himself'. His 
conscience was entirely emancipated; his religious sense 
wa.s occupied exclusively v,ith tho scholastic skeleton 
ot' dogma. Above all, in his intense instinctive curio-
sity. he had proolaimed himselt' Cynically polygaIllous.-' 
Do.nne not only indulged in the sinful, this-world sense pleasures 
of anthropocentrio humanism, he followed the this-world ambitions 
of that humonism to suoh an extent that he gave up h.1s Catholio 
tal th, when adherenoe to that faith in Eneland would have thwarte 
the fulf'illment of such ambi tions. Moloney desert bes the environ 
!!lent whioh led to Donne's apostasy; tlUe was thrown preoipitately 
into tho oompany of poets, artists, soholars, and 1.a\'{'lJers who 
3 Edmund C~sse, The Life and Letters of John Donne, It 1899, 67. - .. • .. - . - , . 
marched in the van of the Elizabethan splendor. • •• To Donne, 
gmbitious in the two rields of letters and the law, it was evi-
dent that 1'01" him there could be no Bolden futuro while he re-
nL.:'l.ined in tho Homan Catholic fold. n4 
Donne bect.'Ll11e a devotee of anthropocentric hur;lanism; 
Don."1e rejeoted th.e Ca:j,~holic f~;~ith and pledged a lasting, thO\llih 
lastingly insecure, allegiance to !\n.c;licanism. T'rlis double alle-
giance of Donne to anthropocentric humanism and to imglicunism 
mermt in hi s case the. t he was a poet who 'Nas incapable of com-
bining all the truths of human expe!'ionce into new integral. 
vlholes. As on anthropocentric l:n.mumist, he could not reconcile 
tho ambitions, the pleasures, and the goals of this life vii th the 
claims of the next life. POl' his tempox'nl ends were discordant 
vdth eternal ends. ~ben allegiance to the Catholic faith pre-
vented the fulfillment of temporal ambitions, he rejected his 
1'[u th and allied himself' to Anglicanism. We say that he allied 
himself vdth lblg11canism rather tl~ that he adopted, because he 
never seems to be oonvinced that he 1s in the true :raith; indeed, 
he seems to long i'or Catholioism, his birth-right to eternity, 
11' only it were co~atlble with his temporal ambitions. Gosse 
lays that in the early editions ot Donne fS HolZ SOllnets some of 
the poems were omitted, 
beoause of the leaning '~7hioh they betra.yed to certain 
--
. ., 
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Romsh doctrines. In this they offor us a relt'..a.rkable 
contribution to our Imowlodge ot the inner mind of 
Donne. T'.n.ey seem to provo that even after tho death 
of his vdfe, and his subsequent conver:;lir)n, he hankered 
after some tenets of tho nO~Ul faith, or at least that ~ 
he still doubted as to his attitude \11th regard to them.,;:;J 
Consequently whenever Donne's poetry foousos on a sub. 
jeot such as death that touches on the rolation of this life to 
the next 111'1'3, the dlchotol1lY' between temporal and eternal onds 
enters in. When Donne could not reconcile the claims of his 
faith with his temporal ambitions and with antllropocentrie hu.T!l.Bll-
ism, he rej ected his faith, and tho dichotomy :for him was com-
plete. The basic insecurity which Donne always felt af'ter his 
rojection of Catholicism is what J. B. Leishman ascribes as the 
causo of' the ominous obsession death haa ';;ri th Donne: 
But that mood ot perf'eet joy and security which Beems to 
have become almost habitual with certain practitioners 
of the religious life is rarely attained by Donne. Al-
most everyone of those sonnets (Divine Poems) 1s the 
record of' a spiritual conflict against that "slnno of 
teare. 1t • •• His restless intellect, forever re-
eXamining and leading him to doubt the prendses which 
his faith (A.'!lglicanism) had accepted, hinders that com-
plete self-surrender and perfect union ,nth Cllrist for 
Which he lone;,s. • •• Don..Ylo' S roligj.ous poetry iS t as 
I have said. intensely personal. His IfSiIU'le ol~ feare n 
was pal .. tly due to his perpetual consciousness of the 
errors of his younger days. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • OVer and over again in his sermons we find Donne imagin-
ing to himself all the hOl'rors ot: death and of the grave 
and of What lost souls mny have to endure a.fter death; 
resolutely facing and grappling with them, and trying 
••• t •• 
5 Gosse, Life. ~ Letters, a .. D_Oml .......c.... II.. 109-110. 
to rid himsel:f of th.'lt 
Sinna of feare, that when I have Sl1UUl1e 6 
My last thred, I shall perish on the sh')re. 
( 
Donno had rejocted his fuith, and was unconvinced tru1t his aIle-
giance to lll1clicanism would absolve the sins of his J.,.~)Uth or in-
sure his .final salvation ..... flDoath be not proudl ff ••• 11 
,>'Ve see how incapable Donn.e was of reconciling his 
temporal gouls with his etornal end and was thus incapable of 
uni ting such truths involving both time c~nd etisrni ty into f\.n 
Integr'al whole. contrary to What he oXl)resses 1n h:1o 80n.1").et, 
death could be proud and Donne should fen .. r death becauso he tail-
ed to reconcile his tempo:l:"al and etol"'l1.ul Goals. 
LikeVlise, the weak dialectic of the poem and the cr! ti-
cal estimates eiven in quotation prove that he was not convinced 
of the tftr'..lthtr expressed in his poem. Contr'ary to 1;;ho.t he says 
in the poem, he Imows that death can be proud. He 1'.:nows that he 
has Good reason to .fear G.c2.tb. because of his adherence to the 
Renaissance dichotonry 'which caused him to reject Catholicism end 
the medieval synthesis which woro for' him the ono rock upon vlh.lch 
he could bulld a sccure con.fidonco in facing death and its cons~ 
quences. In T'ejecting Catholicism, Donne bogan ali£,o 0.1' doubt 
w'b..1ch onded only in the grave. Grierson comments are ad relll: 
--
Alike in IllS poetry and in. his soberest prose, treatise, 
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or Ser!l:lOn, Dol'lfl..e t s rilind scoms to want the high serious-
ness which comes from a conviction that truth is, and 
is to be found. A spiri t ot scepticism and paradox 
plays thrOt.'li:h and disturbs almost everything he wrote, 
except at moments when an intense mood ot feeling, 
whether love or devotion, begets faith. and silences 
the scoptioal and destructive wit by the power ot 
vision rather than of intellectual conviction. Poles 
apart as these two poets soem at first Blance to lio 
in foe ling a~d in art, there is yet something of Tenny-
son in the conflict which waGes perpetually in Donnels 
poetry between feelinG and intelloct.7 
Because he wa.s unconvinced in his Olm case ot the truth 
that death was not to be feared, Donne could not experience a 
proportionate emotion. The emotion he tries unsuccessi'ully to 
convey is artificial. The poem is a. case in point of what 
Grierson calls tithe conflict betweon foeling and intellect" in 
Donne fS poetry. Thus the sonnet results from dissocie.ted sonsl-
bility in its second meaning. 
We have already exrun!ned tho poem and found that it 
sutfers from dissociated sensibility in its first meaning. We 
also noted that Donne could not use the propel" sense-images to 
reproduce the total experience in l"'ocree.ting the "truth" and 
"beauty" of the "thought" and. in re-arousing a proportionate e-
moti0n, 1,f he had dissociated sonsibility in its second and 
third meaninGS. In establishing that in the production of this 
poem Donno had dissociated sensibility in the latter two monnings, 
we necessarily established that he had dissociated sensibility 
7 Dmlne, Poems of Donne II. ed., Grierson, x. . .. --- .;;;;.;.,;;;;;;.;;;.,;.. 
in its first melminG: if the experience was defective, the ex-
prassion of' that expe!'ience nlUst also be defective. 
But even v{hen Dom1e is at hls best and is usinG his 
characteristic in1a[3es in his secular poems to reproduce his ex-
perience, we find that he doef, not possess unif'ied sensibility 
in its complete meaning of using sense-imae;e,s. to connnunicate 
accurately the expel"ience. In many of these secular poerJ.s, in 
attemptlnr~ to recreate the "beauty" of' the ffthoug;ht," DOlmO does 
not use sense-images, but intellectual-iulages. Such images hard-
ly ansvmr to tithe direct sensuous apprehension of' the thought" 
which Eliot requires of~ e. poet possE~ssing unified sensibility in 
its full sense. This may be the reason v/hy such poems re-urOUse 
an emotion only through ef'f'ort and why they approach in quality 
the didacticism und rationalistic strain of' the Neo-classic poets 
of the eighteenth century. J. B. Leishmants relnarks are to the 
point here: 
ltihen Dorme Uses ima:;es and comparisons - and, as we have 
seen, he often dispenses with them altOGether - they are 
very often intellectual rather than sensuous or pictorial. 
Instead of drawing them frOll1 the sig ... "rJ.ts and sounds of the 
world around him, he draws them from philosophy or theolor;y 
or science. other poets, when they wish to communicate a 
certain mood or feeling, oi'ten refer to some sight 01" sound 
with which in the mind of the reader, the mood or feeling 
they desire to conmlUnicate may be supposed to be connected.8 
With Moloney we believe that this transition in Donne's 
8 Leishman, ~ ri~etaphysical Poets, 31. 
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poetry from the use of' aense imagery to the use of intollectual 
imagery is a result of the artistic Puritanism that ruthlessly 
rebelled a.gainst the over-sensuousness of anthropocentric h1llllSn ... 
Ism and regarded all tl~s sensory as impure, tainted ~~th evil. 
Moloney concludes that 
the essence oi.' the Donne manner , born as it was of' the 
conf'lict vilhich filled his lite, ''las the rejection of the 
medieval synthesis of i'lesh and spirit. of sensuous image 
and intellectual concopt, which resulted. after a brie.t' 
debauch of the senses, in a consistent diminution of the 
role of the senses and the emotions which they feed as 
eo-partners in the work of poetic creation, vii th a syn-
chronous overstros~ing of the importance of the intel-
lectual processes.~ 
Moloney states thc:'l.t Donne fS "dlminution of the role of the senses 
and emotions in the role of poetic cl"'ontion ft happened, "not be-
ca.use of a super-i.ntellectualism which aCorns the poet t s normal 
materials and methods, but because of a diseased and distorted 
aesthetic perspeotive to which all tlrlngs corporeal took on the 
aspect of evil."lO Moloney, I believe, summarizes concisoly the 
relation of dissooiated sensibil! ty in its first lllOaning to the 
chief reverse efrect of anthropocentric humanism as it appeared 
in the poetry of Donne. Donne's images ceased to embody that 
synthesis of flesh and spirit and became intellectual-images be-
cause of his rejection of the medieval synthesis wnd his a.lleg-
9 Moloney, :John Donn,e, 203. 
10 Ibid. 
ianoe to anthropocentric humanism and the artistic Puritanism 
'which was the former' s cbi ef influence on subsOCluent art. A very 
apt quotation from Moloney vdll serve to bring our treatment of 
Donne to a close: 
Only two a..oa.des separated Descartes a..YJ.d Donne. ~'.J1d 'GIla 
division which Descartes rationalized .. it was a di-
vision not only of faith and l"'eason, of metaphysics and 
scienoe, of knowledge and love, but what is particularly 
important for the artist. of £'losh and spirit" of body 
and soul ... DOlme achieved in 'tho lnstinc.tive manner of 
tho poet. il~'le synthesis of' the natural und the super-
natural which come so easily to a Dan!! and a Francis 
of Assisi was not possible tor Donne. 
Jom Donne was a man, a poet or enigmas. IJ.hls may ex-
plain why so much more has been written to try to clarify the 
complexities of th.is poet than on the sllnple ftpoet-saint," 
Richard Craahaw. Donne had the complexity. the obscurity, the 
doubt of his shadowy lamp, Descartes; Crashaw had the profound 
simplicity, the clarity, and the faith of h1.s brilliant light, 
st. Thomas Aquinas. 
And as our treatment of a complex poet was neoessarily 
complicated, so our treatlnent of a poet who in rlis profound sim-
pliei ty kept his eye ever on God '~dll be J'endered simple. A-
nother factol" which will keep our treatmont of Crashaw compara-
tively uninvolved is that the poem we will diseuss is his best-
known, and we have the wei~~t of critical authority to evaluate 
11 'Moloney, ~ Donne, 107. 
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its north for us. OUr analysis of uDea.th Be not ProUd, n qui to 
the contrary, was longthy of necessity. since thero is not much 
authoritative cOl'nnent speeif'ically directed to that particular 
son..Ylct. For that reason, wc om91oyed the inductive method in our 
discussion of Do:nne, ;::md started YJith an anal;ysis of the sr)!)l'let, 
\.vorkinc; back to tho conclusions that Don.no in the case or that 
sonnet had dissociated sensibility as Ii consequenco of his ad-
herence to anthropocentric huma.n1sm and the Rer..a1ssanee dichotomy 
Since \ve are able i;o rely on tho judgment of oompetont 
cri tics in evaluating Cra.shawt s ! ~ 12 ~ !I!at ~ lionor 2!.. 
2 Adlqirable ~. T.eresa, we will use th.e deductive method in our 
treatment of.' the latter poet. Since the critics agree that it 1$1 
a poem reflecting a unified sensibility in its third and fullest 
sense, vie .. xlII begin by showing that crashaw f":b'st possessed uni-
fied sen.~ibility in its first and seoond meanings, ~. as a co~ 
sequence. had the foundation which made it possible for him to 
possess unified sonsibility in its fullest sonse which could pro-
duce a great poem such as the H4~~. We will also observe that 
Crashaw*s possession of un1f"1ed sensibili ty in tho instance of 
this poem in all three degrees it/as rendered possible by his ad-
herence to the medieval synthosis and theocontric hu.uumism. 
Crashaw was born a Irish Anglican. But in his mature 
life the loGic ot: his convictions led him into the Roman Catholic 
fold. Not many yoars after [ds conversion, he died a happy death 
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as a canon at Lorreto at the carly age of thirty-seven. Such 
was his simple life. And although he enjoyed this life, his eye 
Was ever on the life that was to come. He lived a saintly life, 
and died a holy death earning him Gossets epithet "poet-soint. tI 
Crashaw was a devout Anglican seeking the proxil~te 
and ultimate ends of life, which we discussed in the first chap-
ter. But in seoking heaven Crashaw came to the conclusion that 
he nmst enter the Catholio anurch, no matter what temporal dis-
advantages the step r.ught involve. Helen 'l1thi te lends support to 
this assertion: nBut m.ost students are agreed today, whatever 
their personal judgment of the wisdom or the rightness ot his 
final courso, thut in becoming a Catholic crashaw was oarrying 
to their logical conclusion tendencies present in his work al-
most from the beginning. Rome was his spiritual destiny.1I12 
Crashaw's best modern critio, Austin Warren, reiterates White's 
sta.tement: ttIn the Catholio Church Crashaw could find all whioh 
had been dear to him in the Anglican, and £ind it aocepted as, 
beyond d1sputeJ valid and valuable. tt13 
In embracing Catholicism, all Crashawts doubts were 
settled, in embracing Catholicism he knew he had the complete 
12 
1936, 208. 
.... 
Helen C. i[ihl te, ~ ... 1\' ... e.... t .... !ll ... ' ..... h""'Y:..-.s ... i ... o.... H.-.l Poots, New York, 
13 Austin Warren, Hichard Crashaw, University, Louisi ... 
ana, 1939, 51. 
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truth. For the principles of Catholicism as stated in the medi-
eval synthesis solved the fUndamental problem of reconciling man'f 
temporal goals vdth his eternal end. And the ramification of thai 
synthesis in theocentric h~sm made it possible to reconcile 
man's natural pursuits with his super.natural quest. In the medi-
eval synthesis all truth is reconciled. So, in ambracinB Ca-
tholicism, Crashaw embraced e. philosophy or life which would make 
it possible ror him as a poet to "combine all the truths of human 
existence into new integral wholes. U And his poetry does retlect 
his capacity to combine such truths, e.g., the co-ordination ot 
temporal and eternal goals. In possessine this capacity, he 
possesses unil"ied sensi bili ty in its first meaning. 
The central theme ot Crashawts poetry is really tbat of 
the medieval synthesis and theocentric humanism: "Ch.rist's love 
and loveableness. tl13 So in view of this therJ.e and end - in his 
l1re as in his poetry - Crashaw was able to co-ordinate all the 
pursuits of this 1i£e to his eternal quest. He loved this world, 
but only in the light of his lovo of Christ and heaven; 
But the conscious asoeticism of Crashaw comes .f\mdEUl'.lenta1-
1,. out of no low opinion of the world, out of no distaste 
for ordinary living, but out of a veF~ deep paSSion for 
the love he has glimpsed, and a belief that it is only 
by passing beyond the lirni ts of ordinary experience that 
he may hope to aome to that 10ve.14 
13 
14 
Whi tel !h2. Metu12hv1c.u}.. P,oets. 236. 
Ibid., 238. 
-
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lbloney asserts that Crashaw in a(lllerine to the modieval aynthes1 
could put h'l.l.man and Divine love in harmony with each. other: ffFor 
Crashaw human love is a steppine otone~ a f'orotaste, of the Di .... 
vine. This synthesis of human und Divino love, I insist, is not 
a note oric;inal vdth CrashawJ rathor it is a surviving medieval 
oharacter1stio. ff15 
Grierson remarks on tho effect Crashawts conversion had 
on hi s poetry: 
In Cl"'s.shaw' 8 poetry • • • a note is hoard whi eh 1 s struck 
for the first time in the seventeenth cont'UrY, the accent 
ot a convert to Roman1s~ the joy ot the troubled soul 
who has found rest and a ,fUll expansion of: heart in the 
redisoovery of a faif~ and ritual and order whioh give 
entire satisfaction. 
Crashaw possessed unified sensibility in its first sens 
as a result of his allec;iance to the modieval synthesis; and this 
allegiance made it possible for him to possess unified sonsibillt 
in its seoond moaning also. Beoause oi: his adherence to u syn-
thesis vlhich harmonizes all objective tl"'Uth, and Ifthoughttt pivot-
ing on that synthesis which he mi[;b.t conceive poetioally could 
arouse in him a propvrtionate emotion. This was true because sue 
a "thought" was a tonet of which he could be oonvinoed since it 
was objectively true. 
15 ~bloney, Jo~ Dpnne, 208. 
16 Grierson, oockfiround 2£. [;;nglish Literature,., xlvi. 
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SUch a "thought U was that ot death whioh implies a tinaJ 
jud[1'.:lent on an individual ta co-ordination of his te:;J:poral and 
eternal ends, of' his natural and supornatural pu!~sui ts, i.e., the 
C01"e ot tho medieval synthesist crashaw livod this co-ordination 
or the medieval s:rnthesis and Catholicism. As a l:>esult, death 
did not have the fears tor him which it had for Donne \'.rho had re-
jected his faith and the synthesis. Crashaw could face death 
joyfully with olear conscience, knowing that since he had em-
braoed the tru"e faith and had led a blameless life, death was 
merely the door throu!?)l which he could pass to his eternal hap .... 
pinase and the possession of God. Thus. instead oi.~ addressing 
death with a vieak-kneed taunt as Donne did, Crashaw, in whose 
case death truly could not be proud in the sense of inducing 
servile fear, longed 1'01' death as his opportunityot: being united 
with God forever. In the }J;;m!q Crashaw speaks of q.eath in this 
way as something to be longed ior. We give the sUlmmatlon of Joan 
Bennett: 
I 
The ~ to the Name and Honor of the tfrable Saint 
Teres!l. Is tne poer.:l or ·Crasnaw'a whTenniS"'"r nutty a:t-
trac~ea moat readers. It is his most com.plete and ade-
quate expx-ession ()f his own religious spiri t.1 • •• It is 
in this poem that Crashaw best succeeds in C01l'll'~ru.nicH tine; 
to ilis reader his ovm attitude toward ma.rt:vrdI9mt an ~t .. 
t1tude not merely of admiration, but of etr.irT. 1-{ 
I 
! 
That death should be longed for is a. truth oi' ~.:r: • .::..(;[.1. eras haw is 
17 Joan Bermett, Four Metaphzsioal Poetl~$ CHlllbridge, 
1934, 62. 
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convinced, and, therei'orc, one which is capable of ul .... ousing Ii 
proportiona.te emotion. Such convictions m.tderlie Grashaw·s other 
poetry also ... indicating that he consistently pos~essed unified 
sensibility in this second sense. ',';hite is our author~.ty: 
The 1inE3 01' devolopment of the usual Crashaw poem is as 
:firm basicully as the 11ne of' a baroque statue or building, 
and the logical mass as substantial. • •• £Ven when the 
reader feels that he has been swept off his feet by the 
wind of the poetry, he is beinr~ carried steadily to a 
usually definitive and reasonant conclusion. The nativity 
hymn and tho Teres:::t (~)oems· are superb examples 01... this. 
It is not fox' nothing that among all the wide range 
of l~stical v~iters, the mature Crashaw chose for im1ta~ 
tion and for praise and for translation two of the most 
intellectually vigorous, the two who almost more than 
any other mystic preserve the architectonio pow*,r of 
thought even in the transports of rapture, Teresa ot: 
Avila and Thomas Aquinas. For in his ovm much humbler 
degree he shows something ot: the capacity ot both for 
keeping mental control of teeling. enly as with both 
of these much [,'Teater thinkers, there is nothing ot the 
external or restrictive about tIllS control. It is organ-
ic and informatlve.1B 
In possessing unified sensibL:'.ity in its first two 
senses, Crashaw had the foundation necessary for its possession 
in its fullest sense. But was he able in the I~, and specifi-
cally in the section of the ~ treating of death, to employ 
"just such sense-images as recreo.te the ttruth t and 'beauty' of 
the tthouGht t and re-arouse the proportL"mate emotion?tJ The 
critics answer tW.lt the selection reflects a unified sensibility 
(1n its third meaning) in the poet of a high degree of exoellence. 
t 
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For T. S. Eliot,19 GrierSon,20 and MOloney21 and the 
athel" critics agree that in his best poems (the ItJn'!lincluded), 
Crashaw possessed such a sensibility. Austin Warren, concurring 
in this opinion, states that of the Teresa poems, 
as a poem. the ~ 1s much the best of the trio: it has 
a. unity and sequence .. a floVl and a. cresoendo which eras haw 
was rarely able to contrive. The title, uIn Memory of the 
Virtuoua and Learned Lady Madre de Teresa, that SOUGht an 
early Martyrdom, U sounds t:ne central md persistent theme: 
M.a.rtyr2~. Love is 'f Absolute sole Lord tf of Ufo - a.nd 
death. 
It Vlould be beyond the scope a.nd intent ot this chapter 
to give the entire poem or even the entire section focusing on 
death (11. 110-182) to prove our point, when we have the judgment 
of competent critics to rely on. We will be content to give a 
brief digest or the poem. 
The poem opens telling of the young Teresa's desire to 
die a martyr's death amonG the infidels to show her love of God. 
C~d at once denies and fulfills her request - she may not suffer 
a bloody martyrdom wnong the Moors; but hers 1s to be a lite ot 
martyrdom: that of a mystic, dying the mystical deaths of love. 
In such des. ths, 
19 T. S. Eliot, "The Poems of Richard erashaw,n The 
Dial, LXXXIV, March, 1928, 249. In this passage, Eliot contrasts ~Vl'S .tu.ll unified sensibility with Shelley's dissociated 
sensibility. 
20 Grierson, ~ClqFound 2f.. En~isq L1 ter!lture, xlvi. 
2l llIoloney, i,0hn ~nne" 201}.. 
22 Warren. Richard Cral:!hnwa ~k~ 
t 
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God pierces the soul vd th such darts of .fire that pain 
and joy arc simultnneous ru~d of equal streneth: joy, be-
cause God loves the soul <rnd longs for it and visits it; 
pain, because Godts visitations are temporary, because 
the body cannot endure the strain put upon it by rapture, 
because the soul lon~s for death and perfect union with 
its spouse. 23 
Atter such a life, Teresa's death occurs: 
~hen these thy deaths, so numerous, 
Shall all at last die into one, 
And melt thy soul's sweet mansion 
Like a sort lump of incense, hasted 
By too hot a .fire, and wasted 
Into pertu."'lline olouds, so ..fast 
Shalt thclu exhale to henv'n at last 
In a resolving sigh; and then, 
an, what? Ask not the tongues of men; 
Angels cannot tell} suffice, 
Thyself shall feel thine ov;.n1.fu1l joys 
And hold them fast torever • .at 
And Teresa is welcomed to her final reward, the eternal happiness 
in heaven, by OUr Lord, His Mother, the angels, ond the sou.ls she 
has brought there: 
Oh, what d.elight vmen revealed lifo shall stand 
And teach thy lips haavln lid th his hand, 
On which thou now mayst to thy '\lushes 
Heap up thy consecrnted kisses. 
V.nat joys shall seue thy soul it/hen she, 
Bending her blessed eyes on thee, 
mlose second smiles of heaven, shall dart 
Her mild rays through thy meltin~ heartj (et seq.}25 
Her I1fe's works and sufferings become part of her glory: 
.... 
23 IP.i,d. , 144. 
24 Richard Crashaw, The Poems En5!ish Latin and Greek 
~:iChard Orashaw, ad., L. C. ~Art!n, ~xrord,'~~, j2o;-lI.!tn~ 
All thy good works villi ch went bei"ore 
And waited :rOI' thee at the door 
Shall own thee there, and 0.11 in one 
Weave u constellation 
or crowns, with which tl1e ltlng, thy spouse, 
Shall build up thy triumphant broVis. 
All thy old woes shall now smile on thee, 
And thy pains s1 t bright upon thee; 
All thy SOl'rowshare sJ:'l.al1 s1!ine, 
All th.y su.f'.ferings be divine: 
Tea~s shall take comfort and ~~rn gems, 
And wrongs repent to diadems. 
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eras haw concludes the poem by statinG that" if' a Pel'son would have 
a happy eternity such as Teresa's, he rrust live a lit'a according 
to the synthesis of Catholioism with its central theme of: love ot 
Thou with the Lamb, thy Lord, ahal t go, 
And wheresoe' e1" he sets Ins ¥lhi te 
steps, walk "''1i th him those ways of light 
Which who in d~ath would live to see27 lifust learn in 11,£e to die like thee. 
We have g1 ven part of our sumrrlS .. ry in quotations i'rom 
~he poem to exemp1iry Orashawts Use oi" sense-imagery, and'his use 
~i' the other devioes of language and meter. These latter devioes 
produce the erund and gloriOUS mu.£icul efTect of the poem. The 
Itthou£;ht" 01' the poem statos that death is gloriOUS for one who 
~s lived his Catholic .faith, and he re-arouses ~Ul emotion or 
~orious joy at death, by not only recreating the "beautytf of such 
!l doath through his imagOl."Y and :1 ts symbolism and ornamont, but by 
vIle triumphant sweep of the music of his verse. As Viarron says, 
26 Ibid., 320-321, 11.139-150. , 
27 J:bid •• 121.. 11 ... 178-182. 
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"the II~'Pf>: flow(s) with a passionate ease almost unparalleled in 
'~le metanhors are less crowded and developed to 
.. 
greater length. n28 
His sense-imagery in its symbolism and in ;1 ts ornament 
conveys tho total experience: it conveys his nthoughttf that death 
is r;loriously joyful to and intensely loneed for by the good soul, 
ruld it recreates the tlbeautytt of' such a death so that it re-a-
rouses the proportionate gloriOUS emotion of trlumpl~t joy in 
the roader. 
Ruth Wallerstein cO!ttllents on Crashawts sense-ilnagery: 
With him the images ••• become the thoUGht; ••• the 
1me.ges are tranBIl1Utea .from intellectual .forms to irnag1na-
tlve er~eriences. ~1ey have become at once the instru~ 
mentalities and the expression of his religious emotion. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Imagery is o.f supreme signifioance with Orashavl; in a 
very special sense his imagery is his meruung. La st'lle, 
c t est ~ tflomrne._ - ' •• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • The true distinction of OrashaVlta imagol'Y; both in its 
abundance and in the mode of its use 11es in the attItude 
toward 11£0 it expresses and the way th.i~attitude shapos 
and transmutes tho forms into new molds.G7 
Whi te complements V1alle!'s tein f s remal"ks in her discus-
sion ot Crnshawfs use of ornament, "The ornament is. then, not 
som.ething superimposed or affixed. but soraethine immediately rele-
.. 
28 Warr'en, l:\ichar? C,rasba!l" 11/_6. 
29 Ruth Wallerstein, Richard Crashawf A ~~Udt in st~le !as! R? ... e~i2. peyelo12pte~t. Madison, · ... \'j!acoiini"n, 19'5!), ~;;_ 20. 12 ... 
; 
t , 
'. 
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vant that brings out the meaning of the t,hine Ol'"I'l.ru:nented and 
a,\vak'oI'lB the mind to an appreciation or it. n30 And ill her cU.scus-
sion 01' his use of devices producil1.':; music in. his verses: 
POl" sheer fel1c1 tyof expression, i:n which sound and 
rhetoric and the movement of the music combine to cr'oate 
the physioal vesture of the feeling.. probably no ~lish 
poet has ever quite surpassed Crashaw at his best. 
Unl11te Donne.. Crashaw. in adllel"ing to the medi eva.l syn-
thesis and its reconcil1.ation of flesh al1.d spirit, of' emotion 
and thou.[~ht, and oJ: sense EI...'1.d lntel1ect, did not shrink with Pur1 ... 
tanistie abhorrence from the use of sonse images in his poetrYJ 
rather, i'ollov .. 1.ng the ftsacramental ideal n derived from th.$ medi .... 
eval synthesis, he used the sense imager-y of h'Ul1lall love to portray 
Divine love: And tea.ch thy lips heavtn with h1a hand, 
.Q.a W;hiC?l! thou !l2!. ~Ist to thZ Pro;--' I~a;e S'2. tn~ qons~e,r!i.tea. ~sse~. ~hasis supplied) 
;~oloney :makes the same observationc 
This prefi~"l.l.ring of Divine LoVe in tevuiS of the hu..'t}U.Ul is 
only one aspoct of Crnshnw's exceedinGly bold use of 
sensuous imagery. tho aesthetic justification 01" wh .. 1.ch 
rested upon an a~ceptance 01' the sacr>a:menta1 idealism of 
the l!iddle Ages.)"; 
Narren, in runp11i'y-lne; Moloneyfs consideration, hints that Or-asIlaVi'. 
31 
32 
33 Moloney, John -qpp.n~ .... 208. 
, 
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in o211ploying aense-imagery after the manner of: tho ft~ulcl"amenta.l 
1dea11smU of tho loodieval a:,rnthElsis, bOl"'rowed SOUle of' his tech-
nique from st. I~latlus Loyolu: 
In !che spirit of st. Igrw.tiuB f ::!Xerclti.8:. ,:~)il .. !tualia 
Craahaw perf'orm.s an n Application or the ::;enses h upon afi 
the sacred themes o.C his moditat:i.on. God transcends our 
imne;es as He transcends our reason; but, aJ."[;UOs tIle COUl1ter-
Rei'orl'llatii)ll, transcenslon does not imply abroguti(m. Puri-
tanism opposes the sensea and the imaslnution to truth and 
holinessJ :for Catholicism, the fonner may be :miniaterillg 
angels. • •• !Jot 1.eonoelasta,. some censors \'Jould grant 
that visual imagery, emanatIng f'rOl1'l the "highest" of the 
senses, may point from the seen to the unseen; there they 
would halt. Crashaw. like one persistent school of mystics, 
would boldly approplate the whole range ot sensuous ex-
perience as symbolic ot the inner lire. 
• • • .. • .. • • .. • .. • • • • •• .. .. • .. .. .. .. 41 • .. ••• 
Style must incarnate spirit. Oxymoron, paradox, and 
hyberbole are figures neoessary to the articulation of tho 
Catholic faith. Cl"ushaw's conoett1, by their infidelity 
to nature, elaim allegiance to the supern.aturul; his 'baro-
que imaBery, enga-glng the senses, intimates a world v/bien 
transcends ther.n."q. 
~1G conclude that tho hiSh degree of ex.cellence in which 
Crashaw possesses. u.n::tfied sensibility in itt> fullest sense as ex-
llbited in tho R~ is to be attributed to bis solid embracine ot 
:~he medieval synthesis, and its rm'llif1cution in tho theooentr1c 
~unm.nism .md "sacrrun.ental idealis!!}.. If Living the synthesis., not 
pnly made Crashaw a great poet, it made him a saint. Rie;htly 1s 
lO called tho "poet-saint. tf 
Warren, Hlchurd Cx-ashaw, 189-190, 193. 
t ., t db 
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